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New horizons. New experiences. 

Sights that take your breath away and 
surroundings that make you want to stay 
forever. Holidays should leave memories 
that linger for all the right reasons and, 
since 1990, we’ve strived for this every 

step of the way. 

We’re truly passionate about travel 
and our history is filled with exciting 

expeditions and pioneering tales. We’ll 
share our ideas, travel stories and 

knowledge with you because we want 
you to be assured that we deliver the 
best holiday possible. We tailor make 
every reservation to ensure that every 

single one of your requests is adhered to. 
It’s what we pride ourselves on. 

An amazing holiday, unforgettable 
experiences, award-winning service and 

a great value price.
That’s Oceandusk Group.
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The Opus Suite at The Berkeley London - Knightsbridge

Looking for 
accommodation 

in London?

Book your next vacation to London with 
Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel

 +44 (0)20 7582 2233
uk@oceandusk.travel 

www.oceandusk.travel

The Opus Suite at The Berkley Hotel London - Knightsbridge
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NowBe 
Here

Home to some of the nation's grandest Georgian 
architecture – not to mention one of the world's best 
preserved Roman bathhouses, the city of Bath has been 
a tourist draw for nigh-on 2000 years. Founded on top of 
natural hot springs, Bath's heyday really began during the 
18th century, when local entrepreneur Ralph Allen and his 
team of father-and-son architects, John Wood the Elder 
and Younger, turned this sleepy backwater into the toast 
of Georgian society, and constructed fabulous landmarks 
such as the Circus and Royal Crescent.
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Jess Carey 
Marketing Manager / Editor

With this edition, I wanted 
to create something a little 
more fresh with some new 

and creative ideas thrown in 
for good measure. In terms 
of destinations, we think 

Europe has it all. Outlandish 
architecture? Check. Opulent 

boutique shopping malls? 
Absolutely. Outstanding 
landscapes? We've got it 

covered. Rest assured, if you're 
visiting Europe this winter there 
really is something for everyone 

to enjoy - whether you’re 
looking for an ultimate travel 
experience, the best shopping 
cities or where to go if you’re 

looking for a weekend of 
relaxation and rejuvenation. 

John Flower
General Manager - UK

My passion is history, so I was 
really keen to have a piece in 

the publication about the castles 
and palaces available to visit. 
One of my key goals whilst 

working at Oceandusk Group is 
to promote the stunning scenery 
of the UK regional cities to the 
Middle Eastern market and to 
show off their beauty as lesser 
known and visited destinations 

within Great Britain, so I am 
delighted to see The Lake 

District, Wales and Scotland all 
featured within the publication. 
Concentrating on the Capital, 
there's a couple of cracking 
pieces on our recommended 

hotel spas, our top tips for the 
best afternoon teas in the city 

as well as a guide to secret 
London. Tally Ho!

Wasim Ud Din
Managing Director

In this issue of Voyager, we 
show why we think NYC is the 
best thing since sliced bread. 
Even if you’re not mesmerised 

by the city’s soaring skyscrapers 
and monuments, you’ll be 

blown away by its flourishing 
arts, food, fashion and nightlife 
scenes. Travellers can wile away 
a morning blissfully browsing 
Fifth Avenue’s designer racks, 
and catch the stunning city 

views from the Top of the Rock 
Observation Deck in the late 

afternoon. We recommend you 
don’t miss the chance to snag 
tickets to an award-winning 

Broadway show or hop over to 
one of the low key rooftop bars 
and jazz clubs illuminating the 

Meatpacking District after dark.

Chetan Punjani
General Manager - GCC

The United Arab Emirates is one 
of the world's fastest-growing 
destinations for visitors. This 
is hardly surprising; perpetual 
sun, endless white sand and 
turquoise seas have helped 

to attract many tourists over 
the years, but it is the UAE's 
unbeatable shopping, superb 

resorts, spectacular events and 
intriguing traditional culture 

that lure visitors back time and 
time again. We're finding that 
travellers to the area are also 

venturing further afield - think 
Oman - in order to discover the 

delights of the GCC's varied 
landscape and distinct natural 

beauty, so we've put together a 
comprehensive guide of what to 
do 'when in Rome' as they say.

Oceandusk Group on jess@oceanduskgroup.com with any questions or queries you may have and we would be delighted to be of assistance to you. 

Located in the heart of Belgravia, 
Knightsbridge. Belgraves is a perfectly 
situated boutique hotel. Boasting 
85 Luxurious bedrooms, including 14 
Suites. The lounge lobby features an 
eclectic library and cosy hideaway areas, 
bringing together design, dining, and 
art. Adjacent to the lobby is Pont St 
restaurant.

The mezzanine level at Belgraves is 
home to The Bar, an elegant space 
channelling casual sophistication with 
exposed brickwork, vibrant modern 
artworks and luxury furnishings.  
The Bar boasts an extensive beverage 
selection and delicious bar menu which 
can also be served in The Terrace  
– an ivy walled indoor/outdoor space  
– and an intimate private dining room.

Local attractions such as Harrods, 
Hyde Park, Buckingham Palace, Harvey 
Nichols, Saatchi Gallery, Kings Road and 
Sloane Street shopping make Belgraves 
the perfect base for exploring the best 
of London.

Boutique Chic In Knightsbridge

20 Chesham Place, London, SW1X 8HQ  www.thompsonhotels.com/hotels/belgraves-london
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Oceandusk Online System
ODOS
Offering an online booking engine for those who 
need to book quickly and maximise revenue streams.

www.odos.travel

We find out Wasim Ud Din's thoughts on who we are as a company - where we came from and how 
we will never, ever loose sight of our core principles...

How have you turned the company from a small business 
enterprise into a global company?
We are in a transition phase with the addition of UAE, USA and 
Europe product to our already well established UK portfolio, 
which was actually driven by our marketplace needs. That is to 
say that we gained a strong reputation for VIP service delivery in 
London, so the market called upon us to also assist with these new 
destinations. Couple that with our exciting new online system; 
ODOS (Oceandusk Online System), there is clearly a seismic shift 
in the way that we are conducting ourselves as buyers and as 
suppliers.  With a seamless guest experience in mind, the culture 
of the group as a whole, our focus on the individual traveller, and 
our commitment to high levels of service delivery is something 
that has always been a keystone in the company’s foundation.

RAISING THE BAR
INTERVIEW WITH THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

What is the company's plans in regards to targeting 
the GCC market?
I think it is fair to say that the afore mentioned shifts in our 
product and service offering is part of the ongoing plan in 
terms of expansion and delivery. The online system, new 
destinations on offer, growth of the individual companies 
(linked to the growth of our portfolio), as well as gaining 
ground in our traditional market are key parts of our focus.  
There is also a desire and plans are afoot to seek additional 
far flung markets away from the traditional GCC as our 
reputation grows.

How popular is this market to date for the group? What 
growth are you planning to achieve to this extent?
Our long standing focus on the GCC market will not vary as 
it is the heart and soul of our business. Having established 
ourselves in the market over the last 25 years, we cannot 
turn our back on this lucrative region. However, we would 
be remiss if we were not to set our sights on developing 
other source markets, as it is also recognised that there 
are outside factors beyond our control that we have to be 
prepared for.  With that in mind, our percentage growth 
aspirations are certainly in the high double digits and we are 
on pace to exceed these in 2015 and 2016.

How will you achieve this?
Never losing sight of our goals, but always remembering 
where we came from is paramount.

We have heard that there are plans in regards to 
expansion aspirations for destination and markets. 
Could you outline this further?
With a new, energetic and motivated team on board, we are 
exploiting all opportunities internally and externally which is 
driving the future direction. Market expansion we touched 
on earlier, combined with a new focus on contracting 
smarter, adopting operational excellence and, coupled with 
a strong marketing strategy, will all form part of our success 
when followed through with our new sales focus and online 
system.

Do you have any other news or development plans 
with regards to the Middle East region?
Whereas we are famous for our London product, there 
was a need to move to regional cities as destinations in 
that UK portfolio. Mirroring that, our focus until recently 
in the Middle East has been Dubai, however the market is 
demanding that we also provide offerings such as Abu Dhabi 
and other Emirates.  Similarly, it is fair to say, again resting 
on our reputation and delivery quality that we are being 
called upon to consider other Middle Eastern destinations, 
including Oman and further expansion into Saudi Arabia 
and Bahrain. This too has formed part of our master plan.
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STRATTON STREET, LONDON W1J 8 LT

THEMAYFAIRHOTEL.CO.UK

If it’s happening in London,  
it’s happening at The May Fair. 
An icon of expressive design 
with a playful, unstu�y style  
that rede�nes the ethos of  
�ve-star hospitality.

   The May Fair, in the heart of 
London’s true luxury quarter and 
home to the glamorous since it’s 
Royal opening in 1927

   Home to 12 of the most spectacular 
suites in the heart of London

   May Fair Kitchen has a passion for 
the best ingredients – speci�ed, 
sourced and cooked to perfection

   The Cigar Room is an intimate 
enclave recreating the outdoors in, 
the perfect setting to sample the 
�nest hand rolled Cuban cigars

   There’s also the luxurious and 
indulgent Spa, the May Fair Theatre,  
a 201-seat private screening room 
and the award winning May Fair Bar

The May Fair Spa
The May Fair
The May Fair Spa in London turns 
valuable time into still more valuable 
results through a meticulously 
tailored experience re-emphasising 
wellbeing and health. Their 
treatments are carefully structured to 
put time on hold, creating a discreet, 
healing inner sanctuary, far from the 
hustle and bustle of central London. 
Guest’s needs are carefully assessed 
as the basis for highly personalised 
beauty and health spa treatments, 
and personal training that will 
transform your approach to exercise.

We take a look 
at the best hotel 
spas in London; 
all of which are 
ideal choices for 

luxury pampering 
with numerous 

treatment offerings
Unwind in Style

Soholistic Spa
Ham Yard Hotel
The subterranean 
Soholistic Spa at Soho's 
Ham Yard hotel has 
become the UK’s first 
independent spa to offer 
treatments from British 
skincare brand Liz Earle. 
Alongside the spa’s 
regular menu, therapists 
now perform facials 
using Liz Earle’s natural, 
plant based products; 
including the new 
Botanical Lift facial.
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The Spa
Mandarin Oriental 

Hyde Park
With an array of Buddha 
statuettes and amethyst 

crystals on display, the 
Masseurs are of a holistic 

persuasion, capable of 
intuitively picking up on 

what guests need; be 
it a good kneading or 

gentler lymph-draining 
strokes, the team 

ensure treatments are 
tailored accordingly. 

Aromatherapy Associates 
custom-blended oils fill 

the air, and the signature 
Quintessence oil, a blend 
of ginger, mandarin and 
frankincense, will revive 

even the most jaded 
executives.

ESPA Life
Corinthia London
Designed to reflect the flow of energy 
through the body, Espa Life at the Corinthia 
hotel is a sinuous, free-flowing space 
where sharp edges are banished. Wave-
style corridors hand cast in resin lend a 
fluid, futuristic feel; in the relaxation room, 
sleep pods replace traditional daybeds. 
Facials are a forte here, and for immediate 
results, an enzyme peel is recommended. 
Gentle enough to allow for a dinner date 
afterwards, but effective enough to show 
results, a deep cleanse and exfoliation 
is followed by a cooling mask of argan 
oil and menthol, leaving the complexion 
noticeably plumped and fresh.

Sense Spa 
Rosewood London
The spa’s zen theme 
features bamboo walls, 
soft lighting and wooden 
walkways over rippling 
water and pebble stones 
leading to seven treatment 
rooms. Facilities include 
dry heat saunas, amethyst 
crystal steam rooms and a 
shimmering gold leaf and 
teak relaxation lounge, 
providing a restorative 
hideaway in the heart of 
London.

agua Bathouse and Spa
Mondrian London

agua Bathhouse & Spa, set in Mondrian London at Sea Containers, embraces the 
Hollywood glamour, renegade origins and bold nature of the aspirational Mondrian 
brand. Guests are encouraged to explore a diverse range of fully curated signature 
treatments which have been carefully handpicked by a team of experts and feature 

exclusive collaborations with experts and niche wellness brands, including SOVERAL, 
GLAMGLOW Mud and de mamiel.
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THE GLAMOUR
THE CHARACTER
THE SAVOY

Complimentary Third Night 

With so much going on in the capital, take time to
enjoy the finer things in life. Book at least two nights at 
The Savoy and enjoy a complimentary third night.

Availability:
-  Book until 03 April 2016
-  Travel from 23 November 2015 to 30 June 2016

Offer subject to terms & conditions. 
For more information, please contact your 
Oceandusk travel professional.

"There are few 
hours in life 

more agreeable 
than the hour 
dedicated to 
the ceremony 

known as 
afternoon tea"

  
Henry James

Afternoon Tea: A History
Afternoon tea was introduced in England 
by Anna, the seventh Duchess of Bedford, 

in the year 1840. The Duchess would 
become hungry around four o'clock in 
the afternoon. The evening meal in her 

household was served fashionably late at 
eight o'clock, thus leaving a long period 
of time between lunch and dinner. The 
Duchess asked that a tray of tea, bread 

and butter (some time earlier, the Earl of 
Sandwich had had the idea of putting a 
filling between two slices of bread) and 
cake be brought to her room during the 

late afternoon. This became a habit of hers 
and she began inviting friends to join her.

A Popular Culture
This pause for tea became a fashionable 

social event. During the 1880's upper-class 
and society women would change into long 
gowns, gloves and hats for their afternoon 

tea which was usually served in 
the drawing room between 

four and five o'clock.

A British Heritage
To experience the best of the afternoon 
tea tradition, indulge yourself with a trip 
to one of London’s finest hotels or visit a 
quaint tearoom in the west country. The 
Devonshire Cream Tea is famous world 

wide and consists of scones, strawberry jam 
and the vital ingredient, Devonshire clotted 

cream, as well as cups of hot sweet tea 
served in china teacups. Many of the other 

counties in England’s west country also 
claim the best cream teas: Dorset, Cornwall 

and Somerset.
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We select six of London's best afternoon teas, for those searching for something a bit different...
London's Best Afternoon Teas

Legend has it, Queen 
Victoria loved to take tea 
at Brown's Hotel. For a 
slice of traditional London 
life, enjoy the fabled 
Brown’s Afternoon Tea 
in their award-winning 
English Tea Room. Take 
your pick from over 17 
teas - including Brown’s 
own blend - and a 
selection of sandwiches, 
scones, cakes and pastries. 
The surroundings are a 
perfect blend of old and 
new with original wood 
panelling and antique 
fireplaces sit comfortably 
with Paul Smith floor 
lamps and contemporary 
artwork.

Sanderson invites you to tumble 
down the rabbit hole for the 150th 
anniversary of Alice in Wonderland 
and enjoy all the splendour of their 
Mad Hatter's Afternoon Tea. The 
team invite you to discover menus 
hidden inside vintage books, teapots 
adorned with kings and queens, 
sandwich plates decorated with 
birdcages, carousels and ticking 
clocks upon which rest savoury, 
specialty sandwiches. Classic 
Cucumber, Goat Cheese Croque-
Monsieur and beautiful White Crab 
Éclairs are all created for guests to 
inspire and delight the senses. 

Set in the splendour 
of Thierry Despont’s 
magnificent Foyer 
and inspired by the 
1930s’ heyday of art 
deco, Afternoon Tea 
at Claridge’s is truly a 
magical experience. For 
a century or more, their 
chefs have remained 
faithful to the classic 
combination of finger 
sandwiches, scones 
served warm, and sweet 
pastries. 
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The Palm Court remains a pivotal 
social point as the venue for 
the famed Afternoon Tea at 

The Ritz, an institution in itself 
and the quintessential British 
experience. The menu offers 

guests a selection of 16 loose 
leaf teas, finger cut sandwiches 

with traditional fillings, a daily 
selection of tea cakes and pastries 

as well as warm baked scones 
with strawberry preserve and rich, 

delectable Devonshire clotted 
cream. As can be expected, the 

afternoon tea is wonderfully 
theatrical: the glamorous setting 

of The Palm Court filled with 
chattering guests, immaculately 

presented waiters flitting amongst 
the tables that are topped with 
pretty chinaware and gleaming 

silver tea services, and the 
resident pianist playing the 

soundtrack to accompany it all.

As the holder of The British 
Tea Guild Council’s Top 
London Afternoon Tea 
Award and The Award of 
Excellence, The Goring 
Hotel continues to delight 
guests with delicious pastries, 
fruity homemade jams and 
high quality tea blends. The 
menu changes to ensure 
that they offer the freshest, 
locally-sourced produce in 
line with the season. Guests 
can choose to take their tea 
in The Terrace overlooking 
The Goring Gardens, in the 
cosy surroundings of The 
Lounge or outside on The 
Veranda on a warm winter's 
day. The hotel also offer a 
gluten-free tea, which can be 
requested in advance.

The Mirror Room at Rosewood London takes the tradition of British tea to 
new heights with its opulent jewel-box design and floor to ceiling mirrors, 
forming the social hub of the hotel. There is a selection of delicious finger 
sandwiches including a cream cheese, black pepper and radish filling and a 
crab and lemon filling to name but a few. Loose leaf teas are accompanied 
by contemporary creations and time-honoured classics including plain scones 
and tea cakes, which can be chosen from the patisserie counter and are 
served alongside strawberry jam, lemon curd and clotted cream.
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The Shop That’s Full Of Surprises

If you didn’t know what lay behind 
its nondescript doors, chances are 
you’d merrily walk by London’s Light 
Night Chameleon Cafe without ever 
guessing that it houses one of the 
city’s most bewildering retail spaces. 
Entry is by appointment only, but 
once inside, you’ll find yourself in a 
lair-like area that design-wise is more 
space station that shop. Cutting-edge 
fashions are its main driver but you’ll 
also come across a library, gallery and 
record store. The venue also holds 
one-off parties which you can bet are 
as crazy and unique as the venue itself.

www.ln-cc.com/en_en/home

The Clandestine Club

It's an open secret that in Berners 
Tavern, The London Edition boasts 
the most beautiful restaurant in all of 
London. But what's little known about 
this Fitzrovia-based hotel is that it's 
basement holds one of the capital's 
best nightclubs, called 'Basement'. It's 
creator, Ian Schrager - of New York’s 
legendary Studio 54 fame, ensured 
that the space was the perfect place 
for cool young things. Boasting an 
incredible D&B sound system and an 
equally spectacular lighting rig, the 
club is well worth a visit.

www.basementldn.com

The Steak That’s A Cut Above

There are a copious amount of steak 
restaurants in London, each laying 
claim to serving the very finest cuts. 
One that we think is pretty good, 
ironically, is CUT, located in Mayfair at 
45 Park Lane. The restaurant mirrors 
the award-winning original CUT 
in Beverly Hills and offers excellent 
Wagyu steaks alongside impeccable 
service. From prime dry and wet aged 
beef to salads and succulent pan-
roasted lobster, roasted whole fresh 
fish, the menu provides guest with 
a wide range of choice - perfect for 
even the most discerning traveller.

www.dorchestercollection.com

Secret
LONDON
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The Gastronomic Gallery

Super-cool hotspot Sketch is arguably 
best known for being home to the 
two Michelin-starred Lecture Room, 
where French master Chef Pierre 
Gagnaire presides over an exquisite 
menu that's served in equally 
enthralling surrounds. It is also home 
to The Gallery, where 239 of Turner-
prize nominated David Shrigley's 
sketches adorn the restaurant's walls. 
You may also notice his humorous 
touch extends to decorating the plates 
and tableware. We say: well worth a 
visit if you're in London for a couple 
of days.

www.sketch.london

4
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The Haven At The Heart of Hysteria

Ever been at the Selfridges end of 
Oxford Street at lunchtime? Pure 
madness. To escape, slip off Oxford 
Street and onto Duke Street and 
halfway along it you'll find the 
elevated Brown Hart Gardens, where 
wooden benches, pretty flowers and a 
wonderful little coffee shop provide a 
haven so at odds with frenetic Oxford 
Street, you'll doubt you're still in 
London at all. This public space is open 
until 5pm daily, with lunch options 
including salads and sandwiches.

www.grosvenor.com

5

5
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Widely acclaimed as one of the grandest hotels in London, The Bentley perfectly captures London’s 
mix of opulence and luxury. The hotel's excellent location in the heart of Kensington is surrounded by 

world-famous shopping boutiques - perfect for those looking to travel for leisure.

SUMPTUOUS LUXURY IN THE HEART OF
KENSINGTON

THE BENTLEY LONDON - 23-27 HARRINGTON GARDENS | LONDON | SW7 4JX
WWW.BENTLEY-LONDON.COM

Theatre 
Guide

In London this Winter? 
Why not see the shops by day and take in a show during the evening?

THE LION KING
For a global blockbuster, The Lion King's absolute theatricality is astonishing. Techniques from all over the world – 
African masks, Japanese Kabuki costumes, Malaysian shadow puppetry – are smashed together in an explosion of 

spectacle. It's perfect for a musical, allowing both distinct flavours and an eclectic carnival spirit.

CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY
ROALD DAHL's deliciously dark tale of young Charlie Bucket and the mysterious 

confectioner Willy Wonka comes to life in a West End musical directed by Academy 
Award winner Sam Mendes. Featuring ingenious stagecraft, the wonder of the original 
story that has captivated the world for almost 50 years is brought to life through the 

mediums of songs and dance.

A CHRISTMAS TALE
The classic tale thrills with its beloved characters and message of compassion, love and kindness and of course, Christmas 

spirit! British acting legend Jim Broadbent stars as the miserly bachelor, who is taken on the ultimate journey to 
redemption. (30th November 2015 - 30th January 2016)
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L O N D O N
BORN IN LONDON. INSPIRED BY LONDON. RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN BERKSHIRE & SUSSEX ARE A DUO OF INDIVIDUAL 

BOUTIQUE HOTELS IN PRIME W1 LOCATIONS, CLOSE TO EDGWARE ROAD, PARK LANE AND A SHORT TAXI RIDE FROM 
KNIGHTSBRIDGE. BOTH HOTELS ARE LOCATED AT THE HEART OF LONDON’S WORLD CLASS SHOPPING STREETS OF BOND 

STREET, OXFORD STREET AND REGENT STREET. HOTEL ROOMS ARE DESIGNED WITH COMFORT IN MIND TO MAKE YOUR STAY 
EXTRA SPECIAL, INCLUDING FREE WI-FI, BOTTLED WATER AND TV ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES. FOR BUSINESS TRAVELLERS OUR 
BUSINESS CLASS ROOMS ARE IDEAL FOR LONGER STAYS, AND OUR JUNIOR SUITES AT THE BERKSHIRE BOAST WELL APPOINTED 

SOPHISTICATION AND STYLE. 

B E T T E R  I N  B L U

Part of Edwardian Group London

RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN, BERKSHIRE
Near Oxford Street and Bond Street

RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN, SUSSEX
Near Marble Arch and Oxford Street

 radissonblu-edwardian.com

Step Back in Time
England’s most classical palaces paint history in technicolor glory

ime travel in England is a definite possibility. The 
UK may well be a small group of islands, but it's 
influence over world history and culture remains 
unrivalled. Threading epic moments together, 

the Historic Royal Palaces offer glimpses into a regal 
past. Under their purview, visitors travel to some of 
the greatest palaces of Great Britain, preserved and 
maintained to highlight their golden years, that often 
stretched into decades and sometimes even centuries.

First stop, The Tower of London
Centuries of stories crowd together into the Tower, fighting 
for space with knights in shining armour, and an equally 
resplendent display of crown jewels. The star here of course 
is the Koh-i-Noor Diamond, a gem that trick led down 
through generations of Indian kings, to finally be presented 
to Queen Victoria, upon the annexation of Punjab to the 
British Empire in the mid-19th century. The liveried guards 
and guides promise a lively ride through the Tower's grisly 
histories, right down to the execution of enemy spies within 
its walls during the First World War.

500 years at Hampton Court Palace
2015 celebrates the 500th anniversary of Hampton Court 
Palace, Henry VIII's riverside residence. The grand programme 
includes costumes interpretations of some of the more 
colourful episodes from Hampton Court's thrilling history. 
This was also where Princess Sophia Duleep Singh, Maharaja 
Duleep Singh's daughter, and Queen Victoria's god-daughter 
once stayed, around the end of the 19th century.

Fashionably forward at Kensington Palace
As young Queen Victoria's home, Kensington Palace draws in 
ample visitors keen for a look into the monarch’s way of life. 
With immaculately maintained and preserved apartments, 
visitors will not be disappointed. There is also an exhibition 
of beautiful and rare dresses worn by English queens and 
princesses - with favourites ranging from wardrobes of HM 
Queen Elizabeth II to Diana, Princess of Wales. Note: The 
multi-media interactive show includes photography and film 
footage exhibits, with tablets to guide visitors.

T
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The Lake District
Experience...

From the cosmopolitan city of 
Carlisle, gateway to Hadrian’s 
Wall Country, Keswick in the 
north and the historical market 
town of Cockermouth, to the 
harbour town of Whitehaven 

along the west coast, each micro 
destination has its own story to 
tell and a character to discover...
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Carlisle Castle has 
witnessed some dramatic 
events over the centuries: 
Mary, Queen of Scots was 
imprisoned in the fort in 
1568 and the castle was 
the site of a notorious 

eight-month siege during 
the English Civil War. Be 

sure to look out for some 
medieval graffiti and the 

'licking stones' in the 
dungeon, which Jacobite 

prisoners supposedly 
lapped for moisture.

Coniston Water - an 
iconic, magical place 

located in the south Lakes 
is famous for inspiring 

Arthur Ransome’s classic 
children’s tale ‘Swallows 
and Amazons’.  The best 
way to explore the lake 
is by paddle. Dinghies, 

rowing boats, canoes and 
kayaks can be hired from 

the Coniston Boating 
Centre, or you can cheat 

and hire a motorboat 
instead.

Along with Scafell Pike, 
the challenging hike up 
Helvellyn is one of the 
most popular walks for 

keen ramblers. The usual 
routes climb up through 
Glenridding or Patterdale 

which provide walkers 
with spectacular views of 
the quintessentially British 
villages surrounding the 
local area. Note, if you’re 
at all nervous of heights, 
Helvellyn in probably not 

the fell for you.

Since the launch of the 
first passenger ferry in 

1845, cruising has been 
an essential part of every 
Windermere itinerary. 
Some of the vessels are 
modern, but there are a 

couple of period beauties 
dating back to the 1930s. 

All cruises allow you to 
disembark as you please 
and catch a later ferry 
back. If you're visiting 
other local attractions 
such as the Lakeland 

Motor Museum and the 
Lakes Aquarium, look out 
for combination tickets.
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Bonnie Wee Scotland
2015 celebrates the bountry of Scotland - here's how you can eat your way through it all...

indulgent, with an intimate country-house atmosphere. 
Traditional style and elegant comfort provide an unparalleled 
way to explore the very best of Scotland and the Highlands. 
Enjoy a morning in the great outdoors with an exhilarating 
clay pigeon shoot or a Highland safari before lunch, followed 
by a visit to a ruined castle or simply relaxing aboard.Indulge 
in afternoon tea while sharing stories with fellow guests 
as the train journeys on. Nightfall brings candlelit dinners 
before retiring to your cosy cabin to dream of the next day’s 
adventures.

rom fresh produce stacked up at farmers' markets 
to sumptuous award winning restaurants - a 
gourmand's travel through Scotland is a very 
rewarding experience. The country will be 

celebrating 2015 as the 'Year of Food and Drink' and 
every cafe, restaurant, tea room and fish 'n' chippie 
will be pulling out all stops to present the fairest of 
their lot.

The Scottish Seafood Trail
The Scottish coasts have thrown up legends, a siren or two 
and of course, some of the finest seafood in the world. To 
get up close and personal, we strongly recommend that you 
sign up for thee Scottish Seafood Trail that visits all the fine 
dining restaurants along the coast, including the Loch Fyne 
Oyster Bar at Cairndow which has been an institution for 
decades.

Ultimate Dining Experiences
Tucking into meals by the side of a loch has got to feature 
on everyone’s bucket list. Especially when the restaurant in 
question is the Three Chimney’s, one of the top 10 restaurants 
in the world, serving delectable fresh and local produce. 

Travel in Style
For those of a more adventurous nature, we recommend 
climbing aboard the Belmond Royal Scotsman, to sample its 
best as you speed through some of the most breathtaking 
landscapes in the country. Life on board is relaxed and 

F

Discover one of the world’s 
great train journeys

Stretching through the breathtaking Highlands, the 
Glenfi nnan Viaduct is just one of the spectacular 
sights waiting to be discovered in Scotland.

visitbritain.com
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Only two hours from London, Wales 
is green and hilly with a distinct Celtic 
culture and heritage and harbours a 
self-belief that gives it a spirit that’s 
stronger than ever. 

orgeous coastlines, awe-inspiring 
mountain scapes and exciting cuisine all 
make Wales an adventurous destination. 
Camping on rocky cliffs, taking train 

rides through century-old quarries and a history 
that is as colourful as it is old, assure visitors of 
an unforgeable holiday.

National Parks
Wales has some of the most magnificent national 
parks in the world - each one spectacularly distinctive. 
The Breacon Beacons National Park attracts amateur 
astronomers by night and culture vultures by day. 
The Dark Sky Reserve is known for its clear skies, and 
the grounds are where the world famous Hay on the 
Wye literary festival and Abergavenny food festivals 
are held. The Snowdonia National Park is the perfect 
spot to get an idea of typical Welsh life, as villages like 
Betws y Coed and Beddgelert sit along the edge, and 
hiking trails promise you Stone Age burial chambers, 
Roman forts and medieval castles. Pembrokeshire 
National Park on the other hand, is Britain's only 
coastal national park. It's beautiful, golden sands and 
picturesque Welsh villages by the seashore are little 
pockets of rustic beauty.

Castle Hopping
Wales could well be a country straight out of a fairytale 
- there are more than 600 castles to explore, from 
stony forts to luxurious palaces. The country's ancient 
history assures visitors of thrilling stories and itineraries 
that spill over with varies tours. Cardiff's intimidating 
fortress is a perfect contrast to its luxurious interiors; 
from Pembroke in south west Wales to Raglan in the 
south east, medieval castles dot the entire country, 
making a stay in the country a real treasure hunt of 
sorts.

Beachcombing
The Welsh coastline has been immortalised in movies 
many times, and with 870 miles of it, there's an awful 
lot to discover beyond that too. Welsh beaches are 
rated among the best in the UK, what with their  
calm bays, secret coves and magnificent sand dunes. 
They're all fringed by idyllic Victorian seaside villages 
with traditional piers and award-winning restaurants. 

Dining Options
The annual Welsh food festival at Abergavenny is 
proof enough that the region's food and drink are 
things to be reckoned with. Restaurants and cafés 
are the perfect places to sample Welsh fare, including 
laverbread (made our of seaweed), Conwy mussels, 
mountain-reared lamb and Caerphilly cheese. 

G

Mount Everest was named after Welshman Sir George 
Everest from Gwernvale, Breconshire.

Only 21% of the entire Welsh population of Wales can 
speak the native language.

Wales is believed to have more castles per square mile 
than anywhere else in the world.

The letters K, Q, V and Z do not appear in the Welsh 
alphabet at all.

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyll-
llantysiliogogogoch is the name of a town in North 
Wales which translates as “The church of St. Mary in 
the hollow of white hazel trees near the rapid whirlpool 
by St. Tysilio’s of the red cave”. It is believed to be the 
longest place name in the world.

Quick Facts

Wales
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THE ULTIMATE  LUXURY 
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

Discover an indulgent mix of more than 130 luxury boutiques with  
savings of up to 60%* and instant tax refunds on your shopping.

 ALEX ANDER MCQUEEN  ·   ANYA HINDMARCH  ·   BALLY  ·   COACH 

 KENZO  ·   MARNI  ·   MULBERRY  ·   SAMSONITE  ·   SAINT L AURENT PARIS 

  SALVATORE FERR AGAMO  ·   TAG HEUER  AND MANY MORE

Find out more at BicesterVillage.com/oceandusk

BICESTER VILLAGE IS ONE OF THE COLLECTION OF VILLAGES IN EUROPE AND CHINA

# B I C E ST E RV I L L AG E

EUROPE    BICESTER VILLAGE LONDON    KILDARE VILLAGE DUBLIN    LA VALLÉE VILLAGE PARIS    WERTHEIM VILLAGE FRANKFURT 
INGOLSTADT VILLAGE MUNICH    MAASMECHELEN VILLAGE BRUSSEL    FIDENZA VILLAGE MILAN    LA ROCA VILLAGE BARCELONA 

LAS ROZAS VILLAGE MADRID    CHINA    SUZHOU VILLAGE SUZHOU    SHANGHAI VILLAGE, SHANGHAI
(OPENING SPRING 2016)

*on the recommended retail price. © Bicester Village 2015    08/15    1974

London
On the other side of Hyde Park, Bond Street is home to 
some of the country’s most fashionable boutiques, while if 
you’re looking for something a little more down to earth, 
the markets of Portobello and Covent Garden, or even the 
countercultural delights of Soho, may be for you. If you’re 
after something fancy, head down to the famous Saville 
Row where you can pick up tailored suits and designer 
shirts.

Birmingham
The Bullring is the place to go for the upmarket Selfridges 
department store, while the classy Mailbox mall offers the 
delights of Harvey Nichols - both are ideal choices for an 
afternoon of shopping.

The UK’s Best Shopping Cities
Edinburgh
It would be hard to think of a single street in Britain that 
can match the elegance and sophistication of Princes Street. 
The imposing stone architecture tells you at once that you 
have arrived, and shops like Jenners department store fit 
the stunning surrounds perfectly.

Bristol
The delightful suburb of Clifton in the north of the 
city boasts a veritable treasury of places to spend your 
money. The steep Park Street is lined with bookshops and 
independent boutiques, while beautiful Clifton Village 
itself excels in shops selling gifts and small delis offering 
irresistible tasting food.

Bicester Village - A Shopper’s Paradise
How far is the Village from London?
Located in Oxfordshire, Bicester Village is well connected 
to London. The M40 motorway is the best route for cars, 
whilst the train ride from London's Marylebone station 
takes just less than an hour. The Village also offers free 
parking as well as Valet parking for those wishing to travel 
in style.

What can I expect?
Mirroring the style and scale of the region's villages, a stroll 
through Bicester Village will be an exciting experience, 
as every corner promises a surprise. There are cafés and 
restaurants serving up a plethora of fine food. Choose from 
a selection of cuisine, including Italian and other European 

favourites. The open-air walk through village-like setting is 
as enjoyable as it is relaxing.

What luxury services can I look forward to?
Bicester Village isn’t your typical shopping centre, and 
therefore the services are equally special. There is free WiFi 
throughout the village, as well as Hands-free Shopping - a 
service that enables guests to wander through the Village 
without carrying bags. Purchases are packed and kept ready 
at the Bicester Village Centre, for collection at the end of 
your trip. There's also a Personal Stylist to guide guests 
through the latest trends, a children's play area, tax refund-
ed shopping and a money change counter, as well as a 
worldwide courier service.
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Scouring online reviews remains 
second nature for travellers. But 
travellers’ hunger for secret coves 
and local trattorias will embolden 
them to embrace face-to-face 
recommendations. Of course, online 
reviews will remain part of a traveller’s 
toolkit, but a local recommendation 
– whether from a taxi driver, in-the-
know cafe owner or Airbnb host – will 
become more highly prized.

RETURN TO LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

The onward march of Google 
Streetview gave travellers a virtual 
eye on places from the Pyramids of 
Giza to remote Svalbard, and tourism 
boards have clamoured to create 
virtual spaces to lure more visitors. 
But fears of a dystopian future, where 
travellers plug into a headset rather 
than hitting the road, are unfounded. 
Glimpsing a virtual world or exploring 
on Google Streetview is a catalyst for 
a generation of travellers itching to 
explore for themselves. And the past 
century’s great strides in transport and 
new technology have shaped a global 
community of explorers who are bolder 
and more curious than ever before.

A VIRTUAL WORLD

Travel
Predictions 
for the 
Future

The Instagrammed sunsets have come 
at a price, with travellers sneaking a 
look at their work emails or feeling 
unable to escape the churn of social 
media. True escapes are becoming 
highly valued, and remote hotels are 
starting to make a feature of their 
lack of internet or phone signal. The 
novelty of daily tweets from exotic 
locales has worn thin, and more 
travellers will look instead to a simple 
social media sign off: ‘trekking into the 
jungle, see you when I’m back’.

THE LURE OF UNPLUGGED TRAVEL

With 8m people flying every day, the 
concept of travel as a rare escape is 
outdated. Obstacles that prevented 
people travelling, like high costs, 
continue to fall away; for those 
with the means, travel has become 
a lifestyle. Barriers like language are 
disappearing with the advent of ever-
smarter translation apps. Cheap flights 
are empowering time-short travellers 
to jet off for weekends. Opportunities 
to work remotely are unchaining 
legions of workers from their desks. All 
this, coupled with the rise in grown-up 
gap years is making long-term travel 
an aspiration for all ages.

TRAVEL AS LIFE, NOT LUXURY

Or on your nose ... Geotagging has made synced-up app experiences increasingly 
the norm for travellers. Want a restaurant, beach or museum near the hotel you 
just booked or checked in at? You got it. With Google Glasses newly perched on 
travellers’ noses, the first stage is underway to bring augmented reality into the 
travel experience, with recommendations, navigation and taking photos by voice 
command. But even simple integrations like flight times added to your online 
calendar triggering updates to your phone are becoming ever-smarter. Suggested 
tweaks to your itinerary based on weather conditions and local events, sent 
directly to your phone or tablet, are on the way. And a more tailored experience 
is sure to follow, like recommendations of local in-season food for gourmands.

TRAVEL PLANNING IN YOUR PALM

With travel adventures starting at the airport, it follows that travellers are 
seeking out accommodation to enhance their experiences too. Why bed down 
in a standard room when you could swing into a treehouse by zipline (like The 
Gibbon Experience in Laos), hear the clang of a closing prison door (Celica Hostel 
in Slovenia) or snooze in a Trojan Horse (La Balade des Gnomes in Belgium)? 
Whether it’s cultural immersion or shock value, travellers look set to demand 
much more from their accommodation in coming years.

TRADITIONAL TRAVEL IS OUT
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Looking for 
accommodation 

in Europe?

Book your next vacation to Europe with 
Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel

 +44 (0)20 7582 2233
europe@oceandusk.travel 

www.oceandusk.travel

Lie-flat seats, meals prepared by celebrity chefs, wine lists to make a French sommelier salivate… recent years have seen 
flights becoming ever more luxurious for well-heeled travellers. But more interesting than the upswing in luxe in-flight 
experiences are the perks available to smaller budgets. The initial budget flight boom saw travellers prioritising their low 
ticket price. But increased competition on routes is moving airlines to improve the experience for economy fliers, like 
Norwegian Air’s free on-board WiFi and Air New Zealand’s Skycouch allowing more relaxed seating for families. With 
online flight comparison services in the pipeline within the next couple of years, economy travellers are on the cusp of 
personalising their travel experiences like never before.

FLIGHTS OF FANTASY

With flights faster and cheaper than ever before, travellers 
are taking advantage of a global calendar of events. 2014 
was a record-breaking year for travellers roaming widely 
for sports, music festivals and carnivals. Brazil welcomed 
1m World Cup visitors and saw 2m people dancing on the 
streets for each day of the Carnival; 40,000 music fans 
from 60 different countries raved at Serbia’s legendary Exit 
Festival; and comeback concerts sparked a flurry of flights 
being booked along with gig tickets. The boom in travel for 
international events looks set to skyrocket in coming years, 
led by Croatia’s smorgasbord of music festivals, the ever-
growing Edinburgh Fringe and Vietnam’s reinvention as a 
festival destination.

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL FEVER

Green travel has hit the big time as a new generation 
of travellers builds sustainability into every step of their 
journeys. Ticking the carbon off-set box used to be 
enough for travellers’ consciences, but today it’s just the 
start. 70% of travellers expect companies to demonstrate 
commitment to preserving the natural environment, 
placing hotels, tour operators, airlines and restaurants 
under the microscope and prompting a boom in 
ecotourism and volunteering abroad. Hotel signs asking 
you to save the environment by reusing your towel? More 
like solar power, commitment to investing in local projects, 
low-impact nature tours and links with charities.

SMARTER SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL

Within 10 years travellers will have no need to encounter a 
single human being from the moment they check in. Instead, 
hotel rooms will be transformed into digital, hyper-interactive 
spaces in which even the pillows will be embedded with 
electronics to massage your neck and wake you up in the 
morning. The walls will display high definition images of 
your friends and family, hologram personal trainers will hang 
out with you and the shower will use sound technology to 
“agitate” dirt from your body, using a traffic light system to 
indicate when you’re clean enough to get out.

THE FUTURE OF TRAVEL
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GLOBETROTTER
A WORLD OF TRAVEL NEWS AND DISCOVERIES

INTRODUCING SALZBURG
Salzburg is storybook Austria. Standing beside the fast-flowing Salzach River, your gaze is raised inch by inch to the 
Altstadt’s mosaic of graceful domes and spires, the formidable cliff-top fortress and the mountains beyond. It’s a view 
that never palls. Beyond Salzburg’s two biggest tourist traps – Mozart and The Sound of Music – hides a city with a 
burgeoning arts scene, wonderful food, manicured parks and concert halls that uphold musical tradition 365 days a year.

Epicurean Delights in Salzburg 
Traditional coffee houses, gourmet 
restaurants, trendy bars and cozy 
inns invite epicures to wine and dine 
in Salzburg. The rich diversity of 
restaurants in the city cater to the palate 
of gourmets, people with a sweet tooth 
and night owls alike.

Mozart is Omnipresent
You shouldn’t just order a cup of coffee 
in the city’s renowned coffee houses, 
such as the Café Tomaselli, the oldest 
café in Austria. Taste the difference 
between the different coffee variations 
such as Melange (a mix of frothed milk 
and steamed coffee), Grosser Brauner 
(a large cup of steamed black coffee), 
Verlängerter (a larger but weaker 
version of the Grosser Brauner, typically 
served with milk) or Einspänner (strong, 
black coffee served in a high glass with 
a dash of whipped cream). And be sure 
to try one of the delicious pastries: a 
piece of apple strudel, Esterhazy cake or 
Mozart gateau. 

A Variety of Culinary Delights
Epicures will face endless choices in 

TRY
THIS...

Ingredients
150 ml milk
½ vanilla pod
Freshly squeezed lemon juice
7 egg whites, cooled
A pinch of salt
80 g sugar
4 egg yolks
Rind from 1 lemon
10 g grated vanilla sugar
2 tbs flour
1 tbs cornstarch (Maizena)
Icing sugar for dusting
Butter for greasing

Method
Heat the milk with the cut-open 
vanilla pod and lemon juice. Remove 
from the stove and leave to sit. 
Remove the pod. Smear an 
oval-shaped, oven-proof form with 
butter and pour in enough vanilla 
milk to cover the bottom.

With a hand mixer, mix the cooled 
egg whites with a pinch of salt and 
a third of the sugar until very stiff. 
Slowly add the rest of the sugar and 
continue to beat until the mixture is 
thick and creamy.

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Add the 
egg yolks, lemon rind, vanilla sugar, 
flour, and cornstarch to the egg 
white mixture and fold three or four 
times with a whisk. 

Make 4 pyramid-shaped nockerl, 
placing them next to each other 
in the baking tray. Bake for 10-12 
minutes until light, golden brown.

Dust with icing sugar and serve 
quickly so that the nockerl don’t 
collapse.

TIP
To add a fruity 

taste, bake 
on a bed of 
cranberries

Salzburger Nockerl 

Get 
Baking!
Salzburger Nockerl are always freshly 
prepared and served warm with 
powdered sugar, sometimes with a 
raspberry sauce. Like any soufflé, the 
preparation requires a bit of practice. 
Though traditionally a dessert, the 
dish is also suitable as a main course.

Salzburg: the state of Salzburg has 
the highest concentration of gourmet 
restaurants in Austria. Many of these 
fine dining establishments are located 
in the city of Salzburg. Salzburg is also 
a trendsetter when it comes to organic 
food: nearly 38% of the agricultural 
enterprises are organic farmers. Even 
the simpler restaurants serve fine 
delicacies from the Salzburg region.

Precious Moments 
Salzburg features inviting bars and 
specialty restaurants and international 
gastronomy as well as trendy bars and 
hot spots. The big advantage: they 
are all located a stone’s throw from 
each other. If you plan to spend an 
evening outside of the city, you’ll find 
wonderful dining locales in Salzburg’s 
environs, including the award-
winning Pfefferschiff Hallwang or the 
Romantikhotel Gmachl in Bergheim. 
Restaurants throughout the state have 
joined forces under the “Salzburger 
Wirtshauskultur” (Culture of Salzburg 
Inns) brand, serving their guests typical 
regional foods and beverages.

Foodie Section...
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ULTIMATE EUROPEAN 

TRAVEL 
EXPERIENCES

The climb up takes two to three hours, 
moving through fig trees, sparse shrubs 
and finally nothing but black volcanic 
rock. Hard-hat on, you spend an hour 
ooh-ing and ahh-ing as magma bubbles 
through the volcano’s vents.

SIT ON THE SUMMIT
OF STROMBOLI, ITALY

Aside from having an incredibly 
beautiful campus, Dublin's Trinity 
College also houses the famous Book of 
Kells, a 9th-century manuscript penned 
by monks in beautifully intricate fonts 
and illustrations.

Be sure to visit the likes of the Colosseum, 
the Roman Forum, St Peter’s Basilica, 
the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon, and 
of course the Spanish Steps. Aside from 
that, we recommend that you wander 
around Rome on foot and explore it’s 
endless alleyways where you will find 
numerous boutique shops and cafes.

1

PAY A VISIT TO TRINITY
COLLEGE,  DUBLIN2

EXPLORE THE ETERNAL 
CITY OF ROME3

Music as we know it would be 
unrecogniSable without the existence 
of Vienna, which nurtured the talents 
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, 
and Mahler. Visitors today can hear the 
fruits of all that creativity in the city’s 
legendary opera houses such as the 
Staatsoper and Theater an der Wien

SPEND A NIGHT AT
THE OPERA, VIENNA4

The Swiss Alps are known for their 
storied resorts - snow-dusted, chocolate-
box-pretty towns where excess comes 
with a side of skiing. In St. Moritz, they 
play polo on the frozen lake and wear 
chinchilla and sable fur instead of fleece.

PEOPLE WATCH IN 
ST. MORITZ5
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There's a magic to shopping in Paris that no other city can match. Its riches encompass to-die-for creations from 
world-famous designers, delicious discoveries in food markets and the finest jewellery and most outré fashion 
concepts around. At Voyager, we've rounded up our personal guide to the top 10 boutique stores in the French 
capital.

Your ultimate guide to shopping in Paris...

Haili
Former stylist Patricia Wang creates looks from 
the practical to the chic to the unexpected in her 
boutique, stocked with the creations of European 
designers. 

Beau Travail
Delphine Dunoyer (alias Aconit Napel) and Céline 
Saby opened this workshop in the heights of 
Belleville in 2005 to display their couture creations. 
Soon after, they created a vast and luminous retail 
and exhibition space full of finely gilded jewellery, 
screen-printed lamps, unusual badges and bags.

Zazoubara
Grazielle (Zazou) and Barbara (Bara) joined forces 
to open Zazoubara, a powerhouse devoted to 
unearthing and sharing design discoveries: toys, 
decorative objects, clothes, jewellery, vintage 
furniture and more, collected during their travels 
around the world. 

Paperdolls
Briton Candy Miller’s boutique is truly girly, 
offering everything from bird-shaped to iridescent 
handbags and delicate shoes. Like a doll’s house 
with a sky blue frontage, the Montmartre boutique 
opened in January 2011 and is more akin to an 
apartment that a shop in its layout (dining room, 
dressing room, bathroom and living room). A 
delight for the eyes.

Cancan
Opened in the heart of SoPi in March 2009, this 

hip enclave offers a choice of designers from 
around the world, often exclusively, including 
Carin Wester, Raphaëlle H’Limi and Stine Goya.

Anne Willi
Adjoining her workshop, Anne Willi’s boutique is 
a calm and agreeable space where one can take 
one’s time to choose THE item that will best fit 
one’s curves and personality. Pure, feminine lines, 
fluid materials and sober colours characterise the 
collections. 

Sessun
Sessun offers perfect cuts, a style at once quirky 
and urbane, impeccable materials, ethnic and 
fantasy prints, and price which, though far from 
cheap, are not as insanely overpriced as certain 
other brands offering the same labels. 

Shop Pantheone
Pantheone is one of the brands that plays with 
masculine codes of streetwear to create a graphic, 
colourful, feminine brand. 

Les Fées de Bengale
Their resolutely modern collections offer pure 
lines and colours and androgynous silhouettes, 
taking their inspiration from nature, fairy tales and 
legend.

Hazar and Co
A collection with a clever mix of leather, textiles 
and paper to create Japanese-influenced rings, 
necklaces, bracelets, headbands and more. 

SHOP
IN STYLE
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ZERMATT, SWITZERLAND

Zermatt is heaven for snow 
lovers. There are pistes for 

beginners, experts and everyone 
in between. Here in Europe’s 

highest-altitude ski area, snow 
is guaranteed 365 days a year. 
For relaxation, we recommend 
taking advantage of the winter 

hiking paths and snowshoe 
trails with stunning views of the 

snowy Matterhorn.
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Euro

Time difference
+1 hour

Flight times
Vienna is approximately two hours 

from UK airports

Holiday 
Hotspot:

VIENNA
Despite the low temperatures 
(which can drop well below 

zero even during the day time), 
there’s plenty of life on the 

streets of Vienna in winter. In 
fact, with frequent clear blue 

skies, and often a crisp layer of 
snow, it can also be at its most 
beautiful. Even if you do start 
to get a little chilly, few cities 
are quite so well-equipped 

with cafés and bars in which to 
warm up.

Good to Know

Don’t Miss
The exhibition honouring the 150th 

birthday of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec 
at the Kunstforum on Freyung, 

showing until January 25.

In the Imperial Butterfly House for a 
reminder of what summer feels like. 

Within the spectacular 
art-nouveau surroundings look out 
for the beautiful butterflies; tropical 

temperatures and a jungle-like 
atmosphere guaranteed. 

And a delicious organic one at that, 
at Stadtkind, Vienna’s latest addition 

to the trendy line of urban hang-outs. 
Breakfast, at very reasonable prices, is 

served all day 

Have a Hot Chocolate

Keep Warm
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Start your walk in the 
oldest part of Lausanne, 
the Cité, a fourth 
century hilltop refuge 
which, by the Middle 
Ages, had grown into a 
highly prosperous town. 
From the cathedral, 
walk down the Escaliers 
du Marché, a 13th-
century covered wooden 
walkway built to link 
the town’s two markets. 
On the lower half of the 
walkway (it’s divided by 
Rue Pierre-Viret), the 
16th-century buildings 
to the right are some 
of the prettiest in 
town. Occupying one 
is Le Barbare, a café/
restaurant serving 
Lausanne’s best hot 
chocolate. From here, 
take Rue Mercerie into 
Place de la Palud, a 
pretty cobbled square 
with the 17th-century 
Town Hall distinguished 
by its steeply sloping 
roof and gargoyles, 
plus the town’s oldest 
fountain, Fontaine 

de la Justice. Time 
your visit to watch the 
mechanical clock by the 
fountain whir into life 
for its hourly animation 
describing the history of 
Canton of Vaud. To the 
left is Rue du Bourg, 
where the city’s well-
heeled lived during the 
17th and 18th centuries. 
Its elegant buildings are 
now filled with designer 
boutiques and high-
street shops. Big brands, 
modern art and vintage 
goods are found in the 
renovated warehouses of 
lively Le Flon, while the 
pedestrian streets around 
the Town Hall and 
Place Saint François 
house high-street 
names and independent 
shops. For dinner, we 
recommend visiting Café 
Romand; a Lausanne 
institution which 
serves Swiss specialities 
including fondue, rösti 
and choucroute in 
a traditional brasserie 
setting. 

A city located on Lake Geneva in the 
French-speaking region of Vaud, Switzerland; 

Lausanne is the prefect place to go for a day trip 
for travellers on vacation in Geneva.

Book Music Film App

THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES
....

Based on the personal journals of 
Latin American revolutionary Che 

Guevara, it highlights the freedom, 
adventure, and personal discovery 

that is part of the travel experience. 

PINPIN
....

Find yourself in a strange city with 
no money? This simple app covers 
220 countries and will direct you to 

your nearest ATM machine.

SANTANA
Supernatural - 1999

....

The seventeenth album by Santana, 
Supernatural went 15 times 

platinum in the US and won nine 
Grammy Awards, including Album 
of the Year as well as three Latin 

Grammy Awards including Record 
of the Year.

THREE CUPS OF TEA
Greg Mortinsen - 2006

....

A mountain climber loses his 
way on the perilous slopes of K2, 
but finds himself in a completely 

different way. Mortinsen goes 
through a personal transformation, 
from climbing the rugged landscape 
of Pakistan as a climber, to shaping 
its future for years to come as an 

aid-worker.

TRAVEL 
DOWNLOAD

All the media you need, whatever 
your journey

Lausanne
Switzerland
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PARIS MARRIOTT CHAMPS ELYSEES HOTEL
70, avenue des Champs Élysées,  
75008 Paris, France

P A R I S  M A R R I O T T
C H A M P S  E LY S E E S  H O T E L
Indulge in 5-star luxury in the very heart of Paris.

Spoil yourself and let us pamper you with 
personalized service.

Want to step out of our hotel and be directly 
on the Champs-Elysées? 

Then book our special winter offer with 
Oceandusk

WHERE BETTER  
THAN THE  
CHAMPS ELYSÉES ?

The Arc de Triomphe 
stands at the center of 
Place de l'Étoile, the hub 
from which 12 grand 
avenues including the idyllic 
pedestrian mall, the Champs 
Élysées - radiate to form the 
star for which the Place de 
l'Étoile is named. Climb to 
the Arc's panoramic viewing 
terrace and gaze down each 
avenue into the city. 

For all the talk of its fêted spring, Paris is truly a perennial city. In fall and winter, when tourist crowds are sparse, the 
city's cafés still hum and the streets throng with natives - well-dressed, portfolio-armed and back to work, refreshed from 

their own summer escapes. Running on equal parts pride and panache, this everyday Paris - found in sidewalk cafés or 
in the bookstalls lining the Seine - is equally exciting as any of the city's grand monuments. The soaring Eiffel Tower, the 
mammoth Louvre Museum, the cathedral of Notre-Dame - these are all worth seeing, to be sure, but even at street-level, 

Paris rises above its own hype.

Visit the Arabic World 
Institute, one of Paris's 
most beautiful contemporary 
constructions. Inside, there's 
a permanent collection that 
spans millennia of Arabic art, 
invention and design. Recent 
temporary exhibitions, 
including a survey of modern 
Palestinian art, indicate that 
the Institute's programming 
may be acquiring a 
contemporary edge.

Alluring as the Seine River 
is, it's hardly fit for a swim 
- especially in the depths of 
winter. However, for those 
of you who demand a dip 
in central Paris, you can 
swim on the river at The 
Piscine Josephine Baker, 
a glass-walled swimming 
pool built on a barge that 
is permanently moored, 
affording protection from 
the Parisian weather. 

Visit Le Marais, a beautiful, 
cultural and historic district 
in Paris, France. Long the 
aristocratic district of Paris, 
it hosts many outstanding 
buildings of historic and 
architectural importance. It 
spreads across parts of the 
3rd and 4th arrondissements 
in Paris and is well worth 
a visit if you're looking for 
gifts for friends and family.

PARIS
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Berlin
‘The city that truly never sleeps’

home here; and Clooney and Hanks shoot blockbusters in 
the German capital. High-brow, low-brow and everything in 
between – there’s plenty of room for the full arc of expression.

Shopping in the City
Berlin is a great place to shop, and we’re not just talking the 
usual malls and chains. The city’s appetite for the individual 
manifests in small neighbourhood boutiques and buzzing 
markets that are a pleasure to explore. Shopping here is as 
much about visual stimulus as it is about actually spending 
your cash, no matter whether you're frugal or a power-
shopper. Venture off the high street and into the Kieze 
(neighbourhoods), where you’ll discover a cosmopolitan 
cocktail of indie boutiques stirred by the city’s zest for life, 
envelope-pushing energy and entrepreneurial spirit. Each 
Kiez comes with its own flair, identity and mix of stores 
calibrated to the needs, tastes and bank accounts of local 
residents.

Laidback Lifestyle
Berlin is a big multicultural metropolis but deep down it 
maintains the unpretentious charm of an international 
village. Locals follow the credo 'live and let live' and put 
greater emphasis on personal freedom and a creative 
lifestyle than on material wealth and status symbols. Cafes 
are jammed at all hours, drinking is a religious rite and clubs 
keep going until the early hours or beyond. In terms of size, 
Berlin is  large but its key areas are perfectly compact and 
easily navigated on foot, by bike or by using public transport.

Cultural Trendsetter
When it comes to creativity, the sky’s the limit in Berlin. Since 
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the city has become a giant lab of 
cultural experimentation thanks to an abundance of space, 
cheap rent and a free-wheeling spirit that nurtures and 
encourages new ideas. Top international performers grace 
its theatre, concert and opera stages; international art world 
stars like Olafur Eliasson and Jonathan Meese make their 

Berlin’s combination of glamour and grit is bound to mesmerise anyone keen to explore 
its vibrant culture, cutting-edge architecture, fabulous food, intense parties and tangible 
history.
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 Andalucía, Spain
Travel around Andalucia and it will feel like you are going 
from one movie set to another. In Almería, the desert-like 
badlands – filming location of the Spaghetti western films 
– stretch inland from the coast. Olive groves dominate the 
rolling hills of Jaen, while Moorish architecture graces the 
cities of Sevilla, Córdoba and Granada.

Historically, the three most important cities to see are 
Granada, Córdoba and Sevilla. These cities are colder than 
the coast in winter but are worth visiting. Overlooked by 
the Sierra Nevada, Granada is famed for the breathtaking 
Alhambra Palace and the enchanting streets of the Albayzín. 

Córdoba boasts the imposing Mezquita, the city’s ancient 
mosque. As you walk through the cool stone interior you will 
be transported back to a time when Moorish Spain was at 
the peak of its power. Sevilla is the capital of Andalucia and 
is home to the largest gothic cathedral in the world, as well 
as the Real Alcázar – a palace built to look like the Alhambra 
and which arguably surpasses it in beauty.
In the Alpujarras, near Granada, clusters of villages hug 

the southern edge of the Sierra Nevada. The three most 
beautiful villages in the area are Pampaneira, Bubión and 
Capileira. All three are made up of whitewashed buildings 
and provide the perfect location for hiking, horse trekking 
and canyoning. Don’t be surprised to see goats being herded 
through the streets of the villages; despite its popularity with 
tourists, the Alpujarras remains an important region in terms 
of agriculture.

We think that winter is one of the best times to visit the 
area, especially during the run up to Christmas. If you 
plan on going in December, make sure you’re in Sevilla for 
the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, when groups of 
minstrels walk around the streets playing music. Throughout 
Advent, Spanish cities hold fantastic Christmas fairs selling 
everything from churros - a kind of Spanish doughnut eaten 
with very thick hot chocolate - to the most intricate, lifelike 
and bizarre nativity sets you can imagine.
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Prague
Visit

Book your next vacation to Europe with Oceandusk Group
www.oceanduskgroup.com

Introducing Prague In a city where anything goes, 
we encourage you to expand 
your mind and breath in the 

delight that is Prague.

Nearly 25 years ago, demonstrators in Prague staged the "velvet revolution," a series of peaceful protests that helped bring 
down the communist regime. Since emerging from the sombre shadows of one-party rule, the City of a Thousand Spires has 
become one of Europe's hippest travel destinations - a cosmopolitan city where culture buffs and pleasure seekers mingle 
happily in chic cafés and Gothic cathedrals. Whether you're sleeping at a former monastery turned five-star hotel or danc-
ing in a one-time nuclear bunker, you'll quickly realise that in Prague, the unconventional is conventional: after all, this is 
Bohemia. 
Here's how to make the most of your stay...

At Czech restaurants, traditional frequently implies heavy. Fortunately, the chefs at stylish La Degustation Bohême Bourgeoise 
prepare their Bohemian tasting menus with a lighter touch. Each of the seven courses is preceded with its own amuse-
bouche, so allow at least three hours for a meal here. But time flies thanks to the original fare, which is based on recipes 
from an 1880 Czech cookbook. Expect the likes of smoked beef tongue with chickpea puree and pickled shallots, and garlic 
beef tartare under a crusty pastry. There are also real surprises, like a gelatinous tomato meringue that melts to release honey 
and balsamic vinegar.

La Degustation Bohême Bourgeoise

Commissioned by King Charles IV in 1357, Prague's most stunning bridge spans 16 arches and is lined with 30 Baroque 
statues of religious figures. The bridge's 1,700 ft. (520 m) of cobblestone are used for wholly temporal purposes, however. 
Each afternoon, painters and hot-dog vendors fight for space with - and custom from - the hordes of tourists who are 
themselves elbowing one another for the best views of the Vltava River. If you arrive at dawn, you'll beat the crowds and 
enjoy a glorious sunrise.

Visit Charles Bridge

The Cold War ended two decades ago, but Bunkr Parukarka keeps the celebration going. Housed underground in what 
was a 1950s nuclear bunker, this quirky nightclub welcomes revelers through a graffiti-covered door that juts out from a 
hillside. Inside, the venue pulsates with avant-garde electro-pop and industrial tracks, spun by some of the city's top DJs. 
Claustrophobes needn't fret: two ventilation towers and a few emergency exits reduce the risk of meltdown.

Wander on down to Bunkr Parukarka

Under communist rule, authorities arrested more than 200,000 Czechs and shot 327 others dead as they tried to flee across 
the border. The simple but stirring Memorial to the Victims of Communism captures that agony with six sculptures of a man 
in progressive decay. Just as moving are the literal depictions of state-sponsored terrorism, told through photos, propaganda 
and videos at the Museum of Communism - although here the story ends on a high note, with galleries on the peaceful 
"velvet revolution" that ended the nightmare.

Visit the famous Museum of Communism

For some fresh air, catch the funicular railway from Ujezd to the top of the 300m Petrin Hill, one of Prague's greenest spaces. 
The area's eclectic sights include landscaped gardens, a miniature version of the Eiffel Tower, a mirror maze and, quirkiest 
of all, the Church of St. Michael - a 17th century wooden building relocated here from a village in the Ukraine for national 
enlightenment.

Visit Petrin Hill

Roughly the size of seven football fields, Prague Castle is the largest ancient castle in the world. Built and renovated during 
13 centuries, the complex includes churches, gardens, alleyways and royal residences that would take days to appreciate. 
Don't miss the St. Vitus Cathedral. In addition to Art Nouveau stained-glass windows and a wooden depiction of the 
crucifixion, it houses treasures like the tomb of St. John of Nepomuk - a blinding two-metric-ton vault that is held up by an 
army of silver angels

Visit Prague Castle

Despite a number of foreign invaders, Prague's Old Town Square has remained virtually untouched since the 10th century. 
Today's marauders consist largely of tourists who congregate to eat alfresco while admiring a hodgepodge of architecture 
- including the Rococo Kinsky Palace, the Gothic Tyn Cathedral and the Baroque St. Nicholas Church, to name a few. An 
ever-changing cast of musicians, protesters, dance troupes, punks and vendors make the square as colorful as the buildings 
that surround it.

Visit Old Town Square
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Prague Ask the Experts: 
Prague

Steeped in history and rich with culture, Prague is an enduring Gothic spectacle. Prague’s resident 
bohemians are currently savouring a new wave of indulgent dining experiences, drinking establishments 
and music and art scenes that are reviving the city’s long tradition of classy decadence. 
Get an insider’s tour of this wonderful city with Voyagers’ local experts...

We have a weekend to enjoy Prague and are in a happy quandary of having too many wonderful options! We know 
we can't see and do everything we've looked into and want to give ourselves the flexibility of exploring places we 
might stumble upon. Do you have any recommendations?
First-timer weekenders looking for things to do in Prague will surely want to haunt St Vitus’s Cathedral within the palace walls 
of Prague Castle and the Gothic Old Town Hall, with its surreal Astronomical Clock – complete with hourly dance of medieval 
allegorical figures. These iconic sights are at the heart of Hradcany, the hilly castle district, and the 9th-century heart of the city, 
Old Town, still filled with spires, grimy facades from every architectural era and the haunting Jewish Museum and Old Jewish 
Cemetery. Don’t neglect a trip into the lively Žižkov district, where a bohemian retro feel typifies the new wave of repurposed 
shops and Czech street fashion in the city – and watch for the Tina B festival calendar or the Meet Factory program to catch up 
on the newly thriving contemporary art scene.

A&Q
When is the best time of year 
to visit the city?
July and August may be peak 
months for tourism, but autumn 
in Prague has its own allure. The 
weather is pleasant throughout 
September - especially during 
babí léto (the Czech equivalent 
of Indian Summer); and in 
October daytime temps remain 
in the mid-50's. Moreover, 
due to the low angle of the 
sun, there's a special quality of 
light that heightens the city's 
romance quotient and turns its 
already-beautiful buildings into 
architectural eye candy.

My wife and I have heard 
that Prague is infamous for 
classical music. What can you 
recommend?
Europe's performing arts 
companies typically take a 
three-month summer hiatus, 
returning to the stage in early 
autumn. In opera-obsessed 
Prague that means you can 
now see a full-blown musical 
extravaganza rather than settling 
for some aria-singing busker on 
the street corner. Make the most 
of the opportunity by attending 
a performance at the palatial 
Estates Theatre where Don 
Giovanni, conducted by Mozart 
himself, premiered in 1787. 
Despite the opulent setting (and 
opera's uppity reputation) tickets 
are democratically priced.

What is the food like?
Let's be honest: traditional 
Czech comfort food is 
notoriously heavy and rich. 
So devouring platefuls of it 
during the dog days of summer 
can actually leave you feeling 
pretty uncomfortable. On crisp 
autumn evenings, however, it's 
a different story. That's because, 
sustaining stick-to-your-ribs 
dishes - like Åízek (a variation on 
schnitzel) with deep-fried potato 
pancakes on the side - are ideally 
suited for cool weather. Cap 
your meal with a crepe-style 
palacinky or fruit-filled ovocné 
knedlíky and a strong cup of 
turecká káva.

We want to do some shopping 
when we're in Prague. What 
can you recommend?
You can cool your shopping fever 
in a number of modern shopping 
malls (Palladium, Nový Smíchov, 
Chodov, Arkády Pankrác, and 
more) or on Parížská Street, 
Prague’s most exclusive shopping 
avenue, home to many of the 
world’s top luxury brands. All 
shops offer Tax-Free Shopping 
service, which will make your 
shopping even more enjoyable.
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BE INSPIRED BY THE ICON 

INTERCONTINENTAL DAVOS, Baslerstrasse 9, 7260 Davos Dorf, Switzerland

Be inspired by the ICON 
that redefines the alpine experience. 

This  luxurious retreat with its fascinating golden façade is set 1,600 metres 
above sea level in the spectacular Grisons Alps, just above Lake Davos and  
directly connected to all mountain resorts. A modern, warm alpine feel is  
reflected in the interiors from the lobby to the 216 well-appointed and  
spacious rooms, including 25 unique suites, each with a private balcony  
boasting mountain and valley views.  

Aside from a full facility conference area on more than 1500 m²,  
the hotel combines an inspiring atmosphere with Swiss flair in its  
3 restaurants and 2 bars – the extensive culinary offer at the  
InterContinental Davos leaves nothing to be desired.  
Recharge your batteries at the magnificent InterContinental Alpine Spa.  
Pure relaxation and wellness awaits you here with an in- and outside pool,  
various saunas, shower and water experiences, steam rooms and 
14 exquisite treatment rooms. 

Anzeige v2 20150909.indd   1 09.09.15   11:45

DAVOS
Davos one of the world's finest venues 

for winter sports. That reputation 
is based on a long history, because 

this is the birthplace for several 
sports on snow and ice. The first 

winter visitors arrived in 1865 and 
the resort steadily grew into a classic 

destination. A milestone came in 1894 
when Sir Arthur Conan Doyle made a 
pioneering cross-country ski trip with 

two local brothers, Tobias and Johann 
Branger. A year later four lost British 
tourists stumbled upon the majestic 

Parsenn run, marking a mighty stride 
forward for Swiss skiing.
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Best European 
Ski Resorts

Val d’Isère, France
The two resorts make up 
the giant Espace Killy ski 

area with 300km of pistes 
reaching from 1,550m to 
3,456m. Val opens in late 

November and does not 
close until May – its reliable 

snow records makes it a 
suitable host for the first 

of the European World 
Cup downhill races each 

December.

Lech, Austria
Lech’s new link to 
Warth-Schröcken has 
given the resort a 
major boost. It adds 
another 68km of pistes 
to the 117km of Lech 
and neighbouring 
Zürs in what is the 
snowiest corner of the 
entire Alps. At 10.6m 
Warth-Schröcken has 
the highest average 
annual snowfall of any 
European resort.
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Saas-Fee, 
Switzerland
A delightful car-free 
resort surrounded by 
13 spectacular 4,000m 
peaks, Saas-Fee is set 
at 1,800m with a the 
ski area that goes up 
to a heady 3,500m. 
In the village, ancient 
blackened hay barns 
stand beside modern 
hotels and you can still 
buy milk by the pail 
from working farms.
With a glacier open 
for most of the year, 
finding an adequate 
or even a bumper 
amount of snow is not 
a problem here. It is 
worth noting that the 
piste area is limited in 
size and that it is not 
the place for high-
mileage intermediates.

Looking for 
accommodation 

in Europe?

Book your next vacation to Europe 
with Apartmentstay

 +44 (0)20 7724 4848
mail@apartmentstay.co.uk
www.apartmentstay.co.uk

CZP Chalet Zermatt Peak AG - Zermatt
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‘Tis The 
Season
To Be
Jolly

Angers, France
In France, good food is a passion 

and the Soleils d’Hiver (Winter Suns) 
festival in Angers is a gourmet’s 
delight. The Place du Ralliement, 
in front of the theatre, offers a 

cornucopia of delicious things to eat, 
not just from the Loire Valley, but all 

over France. Sip vin chaud (hot mulled 
wine); nibble on nougat; lick pommes 

d’amour, much more romantic-
sounding than toffee apples, non? 
But there is more: children ride the 
carousel and little train; grown-ups 

look for perfect gifts in chic boutiques 
on nearby lanes. And over by the 

13th-century fortress is the Maison des 
Vins co-op, where bubbly costs about 
a fiver a bottle. As Angers is handy for 

the Channel ports, take the car and 
load up for Noël.

Hamburg, Germany
For sheer diversity, Hamburg is hard 

to beat. In this historic port, 15 
different markets cater to all tastes. 
Traditionalists head for the square in 

front of the grandiose city hall, where 
the rows of stalls are themed, from 
sweet treats (cakes, chocolates and 
more) to crafts (leather, silver, tree 

ornaments). Children are entranced by 
the Spielzeuggasse, the Toy Street, full 
of playthings from around the world. 
Romantics opt for the Jungfernstieg 
market, whose focus is on posh food 
and gifts; crowd-avoiders choose the 

smaller Fleetinsel market by the water, 
where fairy lights twinkle on two 

antique sailing vessels.

Stuttgart, Germany
Dating back to 1692, the Stuttgarter 
Weihnachtsmarkt is one of Germany’s 
best-known pre-Christmas jamborees. 

In the car-free, old heart of this 
compact city, the air is scented with 

spiced wine and boughs of fresh 
pine. From the Schlossplatz to the 
Marktplatz, some 300 stalls snake 

along the cobbled streets; decked out 
with bright ornaments and sparkling 
lights, they compete for the coveted 

title of “best decorated”. Look out for 
handmade Black Forest specialities, 

such as felted slippers and real 
horsehair brushes, knitted hats and 

artisanal fruit brandies. While the fair 
is on, first-class – and free – concerts 
are held in the Renaissance courtyard 

of the Old Palace and also on the steps 
of the Town Hall.

Take a look at our pick of the best Christmas markets in Europe and let your senses be overwhelmed 
with the smell of roasted chestnuts; the chill of the crisp winter air; the sound of carols and the taste 

of sweet, European treats.

Christmas Markets
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The skyscrapers, bridges, 
waterways, islands and 
monuments create a 
breathtaking panorama 
that is instantly recognisable 
worldwide. We recommend 
seeing the city from 
above, and One World 
Observatory is a lofty place 
to start. The observation 
decks, located on the top 
three floors of One World 
Trade Center, offer a truly 
stunning perspective on New 
York City - the sort of view 
that’s only available from 
the tallest building in the 
western hemisphere. For a 
more traditional experience, 

take an elevator ride up 
1,050 feet to the 86th-floor 
observation deck of the 
Empire State Building; 
New York City’s second-
tallest structure, this soaring 
art deco masterpiece offers 
a completely unobstructed, 
360-degree view of the city 
below. Note: One World 
Observatory, the Empire 
State Building and Top of 
the Rock are all open late, 
so don’t miss the chance to 
see the City lights shimmer 
after dark. More than a 
means of transportation, the 
Staten Island Ferry is an 
attraction unto itself. For no 

charge, visitors can enjoy the 
25-minute voyage by water 
from Lower Manhattan to 
Staten Island and take in 
the Statue of Liberty and 
amazing views of New York 
Harbour and the Manhattan 
skyline. The new Yankee 
Stadium opened in 2009, 
and the team capped the 
venue’s inaugural season with 
its 27th World Series title. 
Visitors can take a guided 
tour, which includes stops 
at the clubhouse/batting 
cage area (only during the 
off-season or when the 
team is on the road), the 
dugout and Monument 

Park, as well as the New 
York Yankees Museum, 
which offers a fascinating 
look at the history of the 
storied franchise. The New 
York Botanical Garden, 
2900 Southern Boulevard in 
250 acres of Bronx Park is 
inspired by London’s Royal 
Botanic Gardens. New York’s 
largest public garden is a 
living museum of the natural 
world; with lawns, lakes, 
conservatories, greenhouses, 
50 garden and plant 
collections and even a forest 
preserved since pre-settler 
times, it’s hard to believe 
you’re in the heart of The 

NYC
What to see in the Big Apple

hypnotic torrent of glittering 
lights, bombastic billboards 
and raw urban energy. It’s not 
hip, fashionable or in-the-
know, and it couldn’t care 
less. It’s too busy pumping 
out iconic, mass-marketed 
NYC – yellow cabs, golden 
arches, soaring skyscrapers 
and razzle-dazzle Broadway 
marquees. The bridge looms 
majestically over New York 
City’s East River, linking the 
two boroughs of Manhattan 
and Brooklyn. Since 1883, 
its granite towers and steel 
cables have offered a safe 
and scenic passage to millions 
of commuters over the years. 

The bridge’s construction 
took 14 years, involved 
600 workers and cost $15 
million (more than $320 
million in today’s dollars). 
The iconic feature  still carries 
around150,000 pedestrians 
every day. Spanning 843 acres 
in the heart of Manhattan, 
Central Park is one of the 
world's greatest urban oases, 
encompassing a diverse 
landscape of rolling fields, 
walking trails and tranquil 
bodies of water - all sculpted 
by human hands. Designed 
in the mid 19th century by 
Frederick Law Olmsted and 
Calvert Vaux, Central Park is 

the centrepiece of the City's 
public parks system. Among 
its attractions are the Central 
Park Zoo, Belvedere 
Castle and the Friedsam 
Memorial Carousel (which, 
weather permitting, operates 
intermittently from October 
to April). In the winter, there's 
ice-skating at Trump Rink, 
which provides a picturesque 
backdrop for that classic 
cold-weather pastime, and at 
a second Trump-run skating 
spot, Lasker Rink, in a quiet 
section at the northern edge 
of the park.

Bronx. It’s more than just 
scenery, though. There are 
year-round talks, exhibitions 
and classes on everything 
from wood crafting to herb 
maintenance. Don’t miss 
the Holiday Train Show 
(Nov-Jan) in the tropical 
warmth of the Enid A. 
Haupt Conservatory, where 
hundreds of model trains zip 
around New York landmarks 
made of plant parts such as 
nuts, bark, and leaves. Love 
it or hate it, the intersection 
of Broadway and Seventh 
Ave (better known as Times 
Square) is New York City’s 
hyperactive heart; a restless, 

Call +44 (0)20 7582 2233 to book 
your New York accommodation now.
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Live the life.  For reservations, contact your Oceandusk Group Representative.
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Modern luxury. Urban Sophistication. All our guest rooms and suites feature indulgently oversized 
marble bathrooms with gentle rainfall showers. Many are highlighted by views of the iconic 

Manhattan skyline that peek through oversized glass windows. Our luxurious connecting rooms 
and suites (72-177 sq m) feature full-service Meile kitchen appliances with a washer and dryer. 
Our central location means we are steps away from shops and restuarants on Fifth Avenue and 

just a short ride away from nearly anywhere in Manhattan.

PERFECT FOR LONG-TERM STAYS
- Arabic speaking Sta�, along with Arabic newspapers & television channels -

- All bathrooms feature bidet hoses -
- The Chuan Body + Soul Spa -

- Access to chau�eur driven Maserati -
- Michelin Starred Ai Fiori -

- Light fare & Afternoon Tea at Measure lounge -

400 Fifth Avenue | New York, NY 10018 | langhamhotels.com/newyork 

MODERN LUXURY IN THE HEART OF MANHATTAN

400 Fifth Avenue | New York, NY 10018 | langhamhotels.com/newyork 

From chic boutiques to hipster flea markets to world-famous department stores, NYC has 
got it all. Whether you’re on a hunt for handmade cufflinks, high-end designer gear, artisan 

chocolates or vintage records, you'll find it all in New York. We take you on a tour of the 
best places to go on a shopping spree in the Big Apple.

Shopaholic? Welcome to New York.

Macy's: A New York Institution
Spend an afternoon getting lost in the USA's largest department store. Macy's 
has 10 and a half floors of everything you could imagine, from fashion to food to 
furniture to wigs. International tourists should head straight to the visitor centre 
- show your passport to receive a 10% off discount card.

5th Avenue: Shop ‘Til You Drop
Fifth Avenue is home to some of New York’s most iconic stores such as Tiffany 
& Co, Saks, Cartier, Armani and Bergdorf Goodman. There’s also a mammoth 
10,000 square foot Apple Store that’s open 24 hours a day. Enter on 59th Street 
by Central Park and work your way down to 14th Street.

Century 21: Designer Discounts
Enjoy the thrill of finding a designer label at a fraction of the original price at this 
designer discount store. At Century 21, you’ll find handbags, footwear, clothing 
and accessories, with reductions of up to 70% - a bargain hunter’s dream.

Bedford Avenue, Williamsburg: Hipster Heaven
If you’re on a budget and want to purchase something unique, head to 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Get the subway to Bedford Avenue and you’ll find lots 
of hip boutiques, record stores, street stalls, thrift shops and vintage emporiums.

Brooklyn Flea Market: handmade and vintage goods   
Another Williamsburg gem, this eclectic weekend flea market is full of bargains 
from up-and-coming designers’ stuff to bric-a-brac and old antiques. You never 
know what treasures you might find - maybe jewellery made of recycled watch 
parts or vintage 1920s headbands?!

Chelsea Market: Boutique Food Stores
Chelsea Market is a foodie’s dream. Spend an afternoon sampling artisan 
cheeses, fresh seafood, Italian pasta, gelato, handmade chocolates, wine and 
much more. Be sure to visit the internationally renowned Sarabeth’s Bakery for 
divine cookies.

The Strand: Books Galore
Hunt down that book you’ve always wished for in the store that boasts a 
whopping 18 miles of books. It even has an exclusive ‘rare room’ with signed 
and leather-bound copies as well as mint first-editions.

Madison Avenue: Designer Gear
It’ll please your eyes but punish your credit cards. Madison Avenue is a 22-block 
stretch of the crème de la crème of luxury brands. Armani, Chanel, Prada, Dolce 
& Gabbana... it’s worth a walk just for the spectacular window displays.

SoHo – Chic Boutiques And More
With its cobblestone streets and cast-iron architecture, super fashionable SoHo 
(south of Houston Street) is one of New York’s most beautiful shopping districts. 
There are vintage antique shops, high-end designer stores and stunning art 
galleries. You’ll find popular department stores such as Bloomingdale’s and 
Barneys New York, as well as one-of-a-kind boutiques that sell everything from 
couture hats to taxidermy.
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The Blue Monster
Already renowned the world over and rich with history, the 
famous Blue Monster at Trump National Doral is tougher, 
significantly longer, and more dramatic than ever before. 
The 7,590 yard course features a series of strategically 
placed deep bunkers, long flowing fairways, interesting 
undulating greens, deep Bermuda rough and a challenging 
assortment of water hazards – all of which combine for a 
course that requires both length and finesse to score well. 
The famous 18th hole is traditionally ranked as one of the 
most difficult on the PGA Tour. It is no surprise that virtually 
every great name in golf has had a moment of glorious 
personal triumph on this world-class course - nor is it any 
surprise that it has once again secured its status as the 
current and future home to the World Golf Championships 
– Cadillac Championship.

The Golden Palm
The new Golden Palm, appropriately named after the 
predominate tree found throughout the golf course, offers 
yet another unique and challenging golf experience at the 
resort. It was resurrected by Gil Hanse’s team with similar 
design elements as the famous Blue Monster. The Gold’s 
heavily contoured greens will require a smooth putting 
stroke and soft touch. However, this true links style course 
with wide-open vistas is home to unique-style bunkers with 

For The Love Of The Game

tight cut, clean-edges running along sprawling fairway 
lines. Heavy rough around the back of each bunker adds 
another element of difficulty to the course and resembles 
designs in the Australian countryside.

The Red Tiger
The Red is an exciting challenge for the average golfer but 
also a surprising test for the more expert player. Set on just 
120 acres, its primary design resembles a New England style 
course but the different varieties of palm trees throughout 
gives it its distinctive South Florida personality. While the 
goal of every tee shot should be to take advantage of the 
gently contoured fairways, the undulation of the small 
scaled greens require s accurate shotmaking.

The Silver Fox
The Silver Fox course at Trump National Doral is one of 
the most demanding tests of golf in the country. Water 
comes into play on 16 of 18 holes, and it’s striking, marble-
white sand bunkers dictate that only well-struck drives and 
approaches are rewarded. Draped in a wall-to-wall carpet 
of Celebration Bermuda grass, the course is both beautiful 
to look at and visually intimidating. The narrow landing 
areas require a demanding game off the tee, yet the greens 
are true, fast and accessible, so for the golfer who is playing 
well, a good score is within reason.

Florida is a world leader in golfing terms – there are over 1000 courses, many of which 
feature prominently in the lists of America’s best. So, if you’re thinking of going on 

vacation to play golf, we strongly recommend staying at Trump National Doral. 
Take a look at the four golf courses the resort has to offer...
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MII AMO, ARIZONA
This red-rocked beauty is where hip New Yorkers flee in 
the middle of their stingingly cold winter to warm up 
and chill out. The spectacular cliff setting of Sedona can’t 
fail to make any heart sing. Then there’s the spa, which 
isn’t remotely stuffy or clinical and has snaffled some of 
the most gifted therapists around. The kooky collection 
of treatments includes astrology, Ayurvedic facials and 
psychic massages. Book in for a three-, four-, or seven-day 
journey and what you might discover about yourself is such 
a surprise that you’re hooked in a second. Take a dip in the 
pool, recharge in the crystal grotto or make the most of the 
two-hour trek through the mountains. Those feeling less 
energetic can opt for an organic garden tour or cooking 
demonstration. 

THE MAYFLOWER GRACE, CONNECTICUT
Less than two hours’ drive north of New York, the 
Mayflower is a polished and gentile property with a vast 
spa in its pretty grounds. The Mayflower Spa takes a 
thoroughly holistic approach, so as well as private training 
and group sessions there are Mind-Spirit classes teaching 
meditation, relaxation, how to knit (‘a relaxing as well as a 
productive pastime,’ they say) and even how to write and 
keep a diary. Or go à la carte. Spa treatments run from 
facials and soaks to massage, scrubs and wraps. Discover 
zero-impact exercise using Kinesis One equipment, learn 
cardio-kickboxing, try vinyasa-inspired or slower-paced 
yoga or get introduced to the glamorous world of fencing, 
along with its great wardrobe opportunities.

CAL-A-VIE, CALIFORNIA
Every inch of this sunny hilltop hideaway has been 
transformed in an impressively authentic ode to Provençal 
style. If you didn't know better, you would think this is a 
small French village. From the imported brick and tile to 
the signs on the loos, which are written en français, no 
detail has been missed by owners John and Terri Havens. 
Every studio in the gym has a chandelier and morning 
workouts are supervised by a squadron of instructors who 
guide guests through barre, TRX and even underwater 
spinning classes. The afternoon is spent recovering in the 
bathhouse and spa where sore muscles are worked over 
by an army of masseuses and skin is revived with oxygen 
facials, microdermabrasion or even Botox.

BEST FOR SPIRITUALISM BEST ESCAPE FROM THE CITY

THE PEARL LAGUNA, CALIFORNIA
Tucked away in an unassuming corner of a pretty beach 
community, this holistic retreat, a luxe spin on a boot camp, 
offers a transformative week-long detox on a stunning 
sliver of the Californian coastline. Despite the dawn-to-
dusk yoga, hiking, meditation and nutrition lectures, the 
ethos here is one of revival, rest and escapism. Each day 
begins with a sunrise session in a bright, airy, galleried 
studio with vaulted ceilings, Tibetan rugs and glimpses of 
sky. A gorgeously presented breakfast of summer berries, 
goat's-milk yogurt and herbal tea is followed by three 
hours of hiking in the Laguna hills. Daily massages, mini 
facials and home-grown vegetarian meals of fresh salads, 
tacos and tofu wraps are all part of the regime.

BEST FOR YOGA AND DETOX BEST FOR BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS

BEST SPAS IN THE USA

RANCHO VALENCIA, CALIFORNIA
Hidden among immaculate horse ranches and polo fields 
just a short drive from LA, California’s only Relais & Châteaux 
property is a quiet, romantic, solidly slick operator. A recent 
makeover includes two stunning destination restaurants 
and a gigantic spa-as-sanctuary with a Balinese-style yoga 
pavilion. While most of the interiors are pure Southern 
California, you’ll be wowed by the treatment rooms 
which are glowy and Moroccan-inspired, with flower-filled 
terraces, rain showers and deep outdoor tubs. The exotic 
and good-enough-to-eat treatments use limes, lemons 
and other fruit from the gardens in original, nurturing 
treatments such as dessert-fig facials, avocado body wraps 
and Valencia-orange massages.

POST RANCH INN, CALIFORNIA
If hiking, mountain biking or horse riding don't appeal 
TO YOU, set up camp on the wooden sun-loungers by 
the pool (there's a phone for ordering drinks and food at 
lunchtime). And for more downtime, the light-filled spa 
with views of the forest delivers treatments that include 
chakra clearing, a crystal-and-gemstone therapy that uses 
burning sage to clear your aura, and an almost tribal drum 
session with a local shaman to let go of any painful past 
experience. If you're open to it, these treatments can really 
catalyse change. If the safety of the norm is preferable, opt 
for the more orthodox organic garden facial, which uses 
herbs, local honey and minerals blended for your skin type 
to sort out blemishes and sun damage.

MANDARIN ORIENTAL, NEVADA
Not everyone goes to Vegas to gamble. Shopping, seeing a 
show or one of the big boxing bouts that take place every 
few months, or, increasingly, spending time in the city's 
humongous spas are pastimes that have become almost 
as big a draw as the casinos. One of only thirty spas in the 
world to receive the esteemed Forbes Five-Star award, the 
Mandarin Oriental spa offers a delightful retreat for mind, 
body and soul, high above the Las Vegas Strip. Offering 
an array of treatments and therapies, the spa provides 
a completely holistic experience based on the union of 
modern techniques and Eastern traditional therapies to 
ensure that guests leave feeling serene and relaxed. 

AQUA MALIBU, CALIFORNIA
Fitness freaks are swarming to LA's newest wellness retreat. 
A shimmering glass- and-steel palazzo high up in the Malibu 
hills, this slick get-up offers a rejuvenating, two-week-long 
detox of intensive workouts and nutrition workshops. Daily 
massages and healthy, Cali-Med-inflected vegetarian meals 
are all part of the deal, along with staying in the swish 
surroundings of a seaside mansion. In between the sunrise 
aerobics and post-dinner dance classes, this high-grade 
shape-up is a flurry of one-on-one training and cardio-
boosting sessions of weight lifting, boxing, basketball and 
hiking. In addition, here are cooking sessions with world-
class chefs where guests make their own meals using 
ingredients plucked straight from the kitchen gardens.

BEST FOR SHOPPING AND SUNSHINE BEST FOR MEDICAL TURNAROUND

BEST FOR A SPOILING SANCTUARY BEST FOR UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE 

When it comes to the latest health kicks, we show you how 
the USA’s health resorts are ahead of the curve...
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HAWAII’S SECRET BEACHES

Secret Beach, Kauai
Though its real name is 
Kauapea, this empty, half-
mile stretch of sand is better 
known among locals as 
Secret Beach. The name fits: 
nestled between Kalihiwai 
Bay and Kilauea Point, it’s 
located far off the tourist 
track and accessible only 
by a rocky unmarked trail. 
Lava rocks border the beach 
on both sides and jutting 
red cliffs cloaked by lush 
vegetation and cascading 
waterfalls form a dramatic 
backdrop.

Halona Cove, Oahu
Tucked in between Halona 
Point and the Halona 
Blowhole, the small, 
rocky Halona Cove is so 
dramatically picturesque 
you’ll swear you’ve seen it 
in a movie. Chances are, 
you have; it’s been featured 
in flicks like From Here 
to Eternity, Pirates of the 
Caribbean, and 50 First 
Dates. Somehow, despite its 
silver screen fame, it remains 
sparsely visited, perhaps 
due to the rocky, somewhat 
treacherous hike required to 
reach it.

Mokuleia Beach, Oahu
Located on Oahu’s remote 
northwest shore, just past 
Haleiwa, the silky sands of 
Mokuleia Beach are often 
empty. Add to that its sheer 
seclusion—the nearest store 
or restroom is over ten miles 
away—and it makes for the 
perfect tropical island “set” 
(in fact, the television show 
Lost filmed its first season 
on Mokuleia). Though its 
bright blue waters are almost 
always choppy, they’re rich 
with marine life, and you’ll 
likely find large green sea 
turtles basking on the shore 
in the summer months.

Whether you are searching for gleaming white sands, turquoise waters or the best surf, Hawaii’s tropical 
oases have something for everyone. 
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With its full-throttle development, iconic skylines of high rises, and world famous beach resorts the United Arab 

Emirates has become a favourite for family holidays and city breaks. Scrape below the surface though, and you'll find 
there's more here than skyscrapers, shopping and sandy shores. Culture-fans can delve into the country's Bedouin 
past on starry desert nights before exploring the many forts that guarded the coastline long before the domination 
of the glitzy high rises. While for nature-lovers, the desert starts where the cities end and the jagged peaks of the 

Hajar Mountains are ripe for adventuring.

UAE
The 

BURJ KHALIFA, DUBAI
The Burj Khalifa is one of 
the United Arab Emirates 

most famous buildings 
and the soaring sky-high 
landmark of Dubai. Not 

only is it the world's tallest 
building, but it also lays 

claim to the titles of tallest 
free-standing structure 

in the world, highest 
observation deck in the 
world and elevator with 

the longest travel distance 
in the world. A trip up to 

the observation deck with 
its panoramic views across 

Dubai is a sightseeing 
highlight for most tourists 

who visit, though for 
those who suffer from 

vertigo it might be best to 
give it a miss.

SHEIKH ZAYED GRAND MOSQUE, ABU DHABI
The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque is a mammoth modern mosque of incredible 

beauty. Harnessing contemporary design and ancient craftsmanship skills, the mosque 
is a harmonious blend of modern and old. It doesn't fail to dazzle all who enter with 

its lavish use of gold, mosaic work and glass work, marble in gigantic proportions and 
blindingly white stone contrasting dramatically under the Emirati blue sky.
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EXPERIENCE PARK HYATT ABU DHABI on Saadiyat Island 

located along a nine-kilomtre stretch of white sand beach  

and within minutes of Abu Dhabi Corniche.

Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

SAADIYAT BEACH GOLF CLUB ACADEMY, ABU DHABI
Whether you are a golfer who is just starting out or who want to hone your skills, you can take advantage of the 

great facilities and services at offer in the Academy. It features a 150-yard wide, 380-wide long practice range, 
an expansive putting green, three superb short game areas and a private instructional area with professional 

instructors who are sure to make you swing like a pro in no time.

ABU DHABI LOUVRE, 
ABU DHABI
The Louvre, designed by Jean 
Nouvel, is well on the way 
to completion. Already the 
theme of palm-tree shading 
is detectable in the elaborate 
filigree domed roof, which 
seems to hover over the 
structure, and which will 
create a rain of light in the 
interior. Set to open at the 
end of 2015, the Louvre 
will form one of the leading 
collections of fine art (objects 
and paintings) in the world 
with loans from French 
museums. (Coming soon).
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FERRARI WORLD ABU 
DHABI, ABU DHABI
Ferrari World Abu Dhabi 
is the world’s first Ferrari 
themed park and the 
world’s largest indoor 
theme park. A variety of 
attractions, thrills, and 
journeys make the park 
fit for every member of 
the family. And a range of 
dining experiences offer 
you the best in Italian 
cuisine while their shops 
leave you spoiled for 
choice. 

MANARAT AL 
SAADIYAT, 

ABU DHABI
For a glimpse of Abu 

Dhabi’s expansive 
ambitions of the future, 

a visit to Manarat Al 
Saadiyat (‘place of 
enlightenment’) is 

an excellent way to 
understand the breadth 

of vision involved in 
creating a cultural 

hub from scratch. The 
visitor centre, housed in 
a piece of postmodern 

architecture with a 
honeycomb mantel, 
houses a permanent 

display of architectural 
models showcasing 
the key destinations 

planned for the 
Cultural District, and a 

contemporary gallery 
showing international 

exhibitions.
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YOUR GATEWAY TO DUBAI
IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

Immerse yourself in the center of elegance and bespoke luxury at The H Dubai. Located at 
No. 1 Sheikh Zayed Road, The H Dubai in affiliation with the Leading Hotels of the World is a 

gateway to one of the most dynamic cities in the world.

Playing host to a variety of eclectic dining destinations, 185 spacious rooms and suites 
offering views of Dubai’s incredible skyline and one of the world’s leading spa brands, 

Mandara Spa, the contemporary Arabesque hotel is a prime location for all your leisure and 
business needs with easy access to The Dubai Mall, Burj Khalifa and a myriad of exclusive 

shopping and dining experiences.

Discover true bespoke hospitality at The H Dubai.

Book your stay through your Travel Consultant.

Destination Dubai
The searing heat of summer has mellowed in the Gulf states, making this Emirati city an appealing choice 

for some winter sun, says John Flower

WHY GO NOW?
Best avoided in 
summer, when stifling 
temperatures regularly 
hit 45C, Dubai is an 
attractive prospect 
for winter sun. The 
balmy days are perfect 
to enjoy the family 
friendly beaches, huge 
shopping complexes 
and atmospheric souqs.

GET YOUR BEARINGS
While not the capital 
of the United Arab 
Emirates – that’s Abu 
Dhabi – Dubai is the 
totem of this progressive 
nation. Located on the 
shores of the Gulf in 
the north-east, Dubai 
was little more than a 
fishing village 50 years 
ago. Today, clusters of 
sparkling skyscrapers 
rise from the barren 
desert as the city’s 
rapidly changing skyline 
confirms its position 
as the most forward 
thinking city in the 
Middle East.

Old Dubai – the historic 
quarters of Bastakiya 
and Deira – can be 
found on the banks 
of the Dubai Creek 
in the city’s eastern 
part. To the west is the 
downtown district, the 
Burj al Arab – the iconic 
sail shaped hotel – and 
The Palm, a man made 
archipelago of hotels 
and villas in the shape 
of a tree.

TAKE IN A VIEW
With its soaring spire 
and glossy glass façade, 
the Burj Khalifa at 
1 Emaar Boulevard 
stands at 828m and 
became the world’s 
tallest building when it 
opened in 2010. The 

ear-popping lift whisks 
you to the At the Top 
observation deck on the 
124th floor for views 
over the sea, city and 
the desert beyond. 

TAKE A HIKE
Start where Dubai Creek 
meets the Gulf, at the 
Heritage and Diving 
Village, a faux Bedouin 
museum and retail 
complex with displays of 
pottery, crafts and the 
history of pearl diving 
in the area. West along 
the creek is the Sheikh 
Saeed al-Maktoum 
House, a 19th-century 
structure with elegant 
wind towers that served 
as rudimentary air 
conditioning. Continue 
through the maze of 
Bur Dubai souq and 
you emerge close to 
the Grand Mosque, 
on the doorstep of the 
Bastakiya quarter.

CULTURAL AFTERNOON
In the 18th-century 
Al Fahidi Fort, the 
Dubai Museum on Al 
Fahidi Street details 
the history of the city 
including archaeological 
discoveries and exhibits 
on how the earliest 
Bedouin settlers survived 
life in the desert. 

DINE WITH THE LOCALS
Located in the heart 
of the Dubai Marina, 
Reem Al Bawadi on 
Marina Walk is a busy 
restaurant serving 
tasty Lebanese cuisine. 
There’s also an outdoor 
area for shisha, an 
Arabic waterpipe used 
to smoke fruit-flavoured 
tobacco. Mains, such 
as shish kebabs or 
peppered steak are 
highly recommended.
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By the turn of the 20th century Dubai was a successful port. The 
souk (Arabic for market) on the Deira side of the creek was the 
largest on the coast with 350 shops and a steady throng of visitors 
and businessmen. By the 1930s Dubai's population was nearly 
20,000, a quarter of whom were expatriates.

In the 1950s the creek began to silt, a result perhaps of the 
increasing number of ships that used it. The late Ruler of Dubai, His 
Highness Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, decided to have 

the waterway dredged. It 
was an ambitious, costly, 
and visionary project. 
The move resulted 
in increased volumes 
of cargo handling in 
Dubai. Ultimately it 
strengthened Dubai's 
position as a major 
trading and re-export 
hub.

When oil was discovered 
in 1966, Sheikh Rashid 
utilised the oil revenues 
to spur infrastructure 
development in Dubai. 
Schools, hospitals, 
roads, a modern 
telecommunications 
network … the pace 
of development was 
frenetic. A new port 
and terminal building 
were built at Dubai 
International Airport. A 
runway extension that 
could accommodate 
any type of aircraft 
was implemented. 
The largest man-made 
harbour in the world 
was constructed at Jebel 
Ali, and a free zone was 
created around the port.
Dubai's formula for 
development was 
becoming evident to 
everyone – visionary 
leadership, high-
quality infrastructure, 
an expatriate-friendly 
environment, zero tax on 
personal and corporate 
income and low import 
duties. The result was 
that Dubai quickly 
became a business 
and tourism hub for a 
region that stretches 
from Egypt to the Indian 
sub-continent and from 
South Africa to what 
are now called the CIS 
countries.

Since the 1960s, Sheikh 
Zayed bin Sultan Al 
Nahyan, then ruler of 
Abu Dhabi, and Sheikh 
Rashid bin Saeed Al 
Maktoum had dreamed 
of creating a federation 
of the Emirates in the 

region. Their dreams 
were realised in 1971 
when Dubai, Abu Dhabi, 
Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al 
Quwain, Fujairah and (in 
1972) Ras Al Khaimah, 
joined to create the 
United Arab Emirates.

Under the late Sheikh 
Zayed, the first President 
of UAE, the UAE has 
developed into one of 
the richest countries in 
the world with a per 
capita GDP in excess of 
US$17,000 per annum.

In the 1980s and early 
1990s, Dubai took a 
strategic decision to 
emerge as a major 
international-quality 
tourism destination. 
Investments in tourism 
infrastructure have paid 
off handsomely over the 
years.

Dubai is now a city that 
boasts unmatchable 
hotels, remarkable 
architecture and world-
class entertainment 
and sporting events. 
The beautiful Burj Al 
Arab hotel presiding 
over the coastline of 
Jumeira beach is the 
world's only hotel with 
a seven star rating. The 
Emirates Towers are one 
of the many structures 
that remind us of the 
commercial confidence 
in a city that expands 
at a remarkable rate. 
Standing 350 meters 
high, the office tower is 
the tallest building in the 
Middle East and Europe.

Dubai also hosts major 
international sporting 
events. The Dubai Desert 
Classic is a major stop 
on the Professional 
Golf Association tour. 
The Dubai Open, an 
ATP tennis tournament, 
and the Dubai World 
Cup, the world's richest 
horse race, which draws 
thousands every year.

Dubai: A History
Some 800 members of the Bani Yas tribe, led by the Maktoum 

Family, settled at the mouth of the creek in 1833. The creek was a 
natural harbour and Dubai soon became a centre for the fishing, 

pearling and sea trade.

 

SOFITEL DUBAI DOWNTOWN  

 FOR THOSE WHO SEEK 

A STRONG POINT OF VIEW

Step out of the conventional as you step 

into Sofitel Dubai Downtown. Enjoy 

refreshing new perspectives and French 

Art de Vivre as you treat yourself to an 

indulgent stay, innovative cuisine and 

rejuvenating spa experiences. Situated  

in the heart of Downtown Dubai the hotel, 

directly connected to The Dubai Mall, 

offers proximity to the metro station  

and overlooks the impressive Burj Khalifa.
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OMAN
Iconic 

Muscat’s Royal Mosque was a gift 
to the nation from Sultan Qaboos 

to mark 30 years of his reign. 
The vast mosque can play host 
to over 20,000 worshippers at 

any one time - although children 
under 10 are not permitted. The 
spectacular mosque also contains 
the second largest hand-loomed 

Iranian carpet in the world.
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The Wahiba 
Sands are a vast, 
undulating mass 

of hypnotic 
reddish-brown 

sand dunes, 
some of which 

rise up as a high 
as 200 meters. 

They provide 
visitors to the 
area with the 
quintessential 

'desert 
experience' and 
are still home to 
many traditional 

Bedouin 
people, as well 

as numerous 
camels.

Oman is one of the most 
green and luscious areas in the 
Middle East. Dhofar, found 
some thousand kilometres 
south of Muscat, is not only 
almost tropical in the summer 
months, it's also the home 
of frankincense, the famous 
aromatic gum resin burned as 
incense for generations.

Every year, thousands of sea 
turtles migrate from the shores 

of the Arabian Gulf, the Red 
Sea and Somalia to lay their 

eggs on the Sultanate’s shores. 
As a country, Oman plays host 

to five of the seven species 
of sea turtles, including the 

Green Turtle (pictured).

The Hajar Mountains are the highest mountain range is 
Oman, and they separate the coastal plain of the country 
from the high desert plateau. The roads and hiking trails 
can reveal stunning plant and animal life, and there are 

several luxury hotels which are built high up in the peaks, 
ensuring guests are able to see the 500kilometer long 

stretch of red stone, as it changes colour throughout the 
day due to the sun's rising and setting.
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Dedicated to providing 
our customers 

with a first class service, 
every time

Book your next vacation to the UAE with Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel
+971 (0)4 450 8225 | uae@oceandusk.travel | www.oceandusk.travel

View From The Sky

Route Finder - Qatar Airways

Doha, Qatar - Atlanta, USA
1 June 2016

Qatar Airways daily flights to Atlanta 
commence from 1 June 2016. If you 
book a flight to Atlanta before this 
date, you will travel on a Qatar Airways 
operated flight to Philadelphia, Chicago 
or Dallas, and then connect to Atlanta 
with one of our partner airlines. Flights 
to Atlanta will arrive at the Hatsfield 
Jackson Atlanta International Airport, 
which is about seven miles from the 
city centre. It is well-served by cabs and 
there are plenty of car-hire facilities, 
should you wish to drive yourself. 

Doha, Qatar - Boston, USA
16th March 2016

Qatar Airways daily flights to Boston 
commence from16 March 2016. If 
you book a flight to Boston before 
this date, you will travel on a Qatar 
Airways-operated flight to New York, 
then connect to Boston with one of our 
partner airlines. Flights to Boston arrive 
at Boston Logan International Airport, a 
few kilometres from the city centre. Visa 
restrictions for entry into the country 
will depend on your country of origin, 
length of stay and whether your trip is 
for business or pleasure. 

Doha, Qatar - Los Angeles, USA
1st January 2016

Qatar Airways daily flights to Los Angeles 
commence from 1 January 2016. If you 
book a flight to Los Angeles before this 
date, you will travel on a Qatar Airways 
operated flight to Chicago, Houston, 
New York, Philadelphia, or Washington, 
then connect to Los Angeles with 
one of our partner airlines. Flights 
to Los Angeles land at Los Angeles 
International Airport, also known as 
LAX. This enormous airport has plenty 
of transport links into the centre of the 
city.



MICE specialists for the Middle Eastern Market

Looking for 
someone to 

book your next 
incentive 
group?

Look no further.

Contact Groupstay now to place 
your next enquiry

Call:  +44 (0)20 7587 0001 
Email: groups@groupstay.net

Visit: www.groupstay.net

The Ballroom at The Langham London
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